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Can TetraMin be improved? With Tetra the answer is 'Yes'. In 1970 we were the first manufacturer of fish food in the world to have the courage to publish a complete analysis of TetraMin. This analysis has become a standard today.
By using an amino-acid analyser we can now apply the findings of protein research more rapidly and more safely to current production, and thus improve the composition of our fish food.
Of course, only after extensive practical tests in our large Testing Station, And with our new TetraMin we are once more setting the standards for the right quality of fish food.

We spare no costs to improve TetraMin.

Good health for fish — a whole life long
The AQUARIUM SHOW 1975

A round-up of exhibits and events at the Show by ROY PINKS

This year The AQUARIUM SHOW really seemed to have come of age, and there was a fluency and confidence to mark the event. The Royal Horticultural Society Old Hall was filled to a nicety and I thought that the overall balance was better than I had seen it. There were some absences of old friends, but some very pleasant new faces put this back into perspective.

The Fish

There were many fine entries of both fish and furnished aquaria, to say nothing of those exquisite aquascapes which must have been abominably difficult to judge. The latter all deserved prizes. I thought that the exhibitor who entered those lovely golden platy hybrids to match the heather was singularly unfortunate not to have caught the judge’s eye, but on the other hand, throughout the entries I think that the adjudicators had their work cut out. It is most helpful to have the FBAS judging sheets publicly exhibited. How very clear they were, too! It was good to see so many rarely-seen species, and

First in the Society Tableaux competition was Portsmouth AS. Hendon AS was second and Isle of Wight AS gained third place.
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In the tropical sections there were some Congo tetras which defied the imagination until one saw the specimen in the Supreme Championship entry: then one had seen all. The Synodonitis clarina was indeed very fine, but when seen alongside that Aphyosemion mirabile mirabile and the golden severum, the viewer comes to realise how one has to have very special qualities even to begin judging outstanding fishes like these. The furnished aquaria classes were also of very high quality, and the classic touch running throughout made one wonder

the coldwater section once again gave me special pleasure. The appearance of some wonderful sunfish perhaps bodes a revival of this fascinating group, and I look forward to seeing lots of bass next year. The bitterling, on view in several tanks, were really beautiful, and these intriguing pigmy sun bass must have whetted many an appetite.

SOME of the unplanned high-lights of The Aquarium Show take place before it opens to the public and thus are seen only by participants. This year there were the superbly staged entrance and exit of 'Stanley', whose presence graced the tableau of Hendon AS. On setting-up night, the strains of 'Colonel Bogey' from a cassette player stopped work in the Hall as through the entrance marched a contingent of Hendon members, in distinctive woolly caps and stockings, on their shoulders bearing an inanimate 'body'. Was it a Hendon member past the point of no return? asked bystanders. No, 'Stanley' was introduced all round and work was resumed with laughter and many a confiding 'They're a crazy crowd!'. At breakdown, after the Show closed, 'Stanley' was borne from the Hall in a slow march by his bareheaded creators and exhibitors.
whether the influence of a certain PFM writer from the Netherlands may be being felt more widely than would perhaps be fairly acknowledged! The furnished and the aquascape classes were highly competent and appealing. Those who managed to keep the toaststools in the latter looking so fresh are indicative of the standards prevailing. Those who sought the sublime will have been well satisfied with that wonderful electric eel, whilst those who sought the other end of the scale will not have missed the baby black mollies in that lovely piece of nonsense in the furnished class which irreverently attempted to take the 'mickey' out of very distinguished personalities connected with the show. Whose names we shall not mention.

Sybil Hedger's brainchild Weirdos and Nasties was a great success and contained some fine specimens of fish which I would rather see in other tanks than mine — or almost. I suppose the pike was an all-round favourite, and for my part I rather regretted that the mudskipper had to be categorised with those other really villainous types. He certainly looked a little affronted. The pike characin and the black ghost were but two of the exhibits which are rarely seen, and those who contributed in any way to this non-competitive display earn our unqualified thanks. In particular the descriptive detail was most interesting, and the ancillary medical display added a (?) final touch.

**Specialist Society Displays**

The specialist societies did their bit to present their cases cogently, and in so doing they achieved the general high standard set by the Show. In particular the British Killifish Association and the Catfish Association of Great Britain mounted displays which I cannot praise too highly. The former, with a wealth of individual detail and a large number of illustrative tanks, featured *Fundulus heteroclitus*, which is the first species to have been
Phillip Newman (left) kept the aquascapes fresh with a water spray.

Right: FBAS judge Mr W. Ryder assesses the coldwater entries.

Best fish in show was owned by Mrs Sybil Hedges, seen here receiving her awards from Dr John Wilkinson (right), watched by FBAS vice-president Mr Ken Pye.

Isle of Wight AS members at work on their tableau, which showed a sunken galleon with marine fish used in outer space experiments. The red-tailed catfish (Phractocepheus hemiolopterus) caught my eye on the catfish stand, which was highly professional in concept and execution. Quietly informative, but unmanned until the Saturday showing, was the Characin Study Society stand. This new enterprise has done well to have made its first appearance at The Aquarium Show only some 6 months after formation. The subject is of wide interest and I hope it goes from success to success. It was near enough to the strong FBAS stand, which bristled with expertise and hardware, perhaps to benefit from its influence, and no doubt when the doors closed its membership list was looking longer than when the Show began. The British Koi Keepers' Society display showed some fine typical fish and the Goldfish Society of Great Britain stand was nicely informative. I believe that, given hardy specimens, there is a growing future for coldwater species, and those who have to do with them should plug them for all they are worth for as long as this attitude prevails. Another general love is the guppy, represented by the stand of the Federation of Guppy Breeders Societies. However, I would like to see the guppy display incorporating more specimens which would leave even me speechless.
Mrs J. Stillwell received the Calgary Trophy on behalf of Portsmouth AS.

The British Cichlid Association provided lots of informative material, but their stand would have benefited by some live specimens, such as the British Ichthyological Society, nearby, managed to assemble.

The Cactus and Succulent Society of Great Britain, so ably and agreeably represented by Harry Auger, its vice-president, once again arranged a tempting display of plants for sale, which, like other offerings, were rapidly finding new owners as the Show proceeded.

I know full well what a jolly hard job it is for a society to put a stand together, let alone man it usefully, but it has to be remembered that these displays are the spearheads of the societies, and to be effective they must be sharp. The aims of all these bodies are really worthwhile, and I hope for their achievement, thus in some cases a brush-up on public relations can only benefit the entire membership.

**Aquarium Society Tableaux**

These were very even this year, with the odd exception. The most individual, perhaps, was the Basingstoke and District entry, twinning with South Shields in the joint publication of Fish Forum, their club magazine. This was featured almost exclusively on the stand, and it was tantalising without actually giving anything away. Isle of Wight AS presented a convincing wrecked galleon containing some blue damselfish, coral fish, which were surprisingly well behaved. One of the few marine exhibits, the fish looked well in this situation and were good unmarked specimens. Nearby, a somewhat sinister figure in

Right: FBAS judge Mr D. Renton pointing in the livebearer pairs section.

Above: Mrs Winifred Meadows, popular FBAS judge and lecturer for many years, paid a visit to the Show and is photographed in conversation with FBAS chairman Mr Frank Tomkins.
AQUARIUM SOCIETY TABLEUX (continued)

solar topee (whom I warmly greeted on several occasions, but who turned out to be Stanley linking the Zaire River expedition with our better past) was the principal subject in the Hendon AS tableau. This was a well-planned display which included a number of excellent specimen fish, notably the Congo tetra. The Runnymede AS exhibit comprised a large tank of African cichlids, supplemented by a shopping centre in which individual tanks represented individual traders. Hounslow AS preferred a rural scene with much detail, but I should have liked more fish here, as there were only some half a dozen goldfish in the ‘village pond.’

I suppose the choice for prizes lay somewhere between the tableaux of Mid-Sussex, Erith and Portsmouth. Mid-Sussex AS mounted a huge tank, about 8ft by 2ft by 2ft. The concept was quite masterly — a sloping riverbank with underwater tree roots and aquatic population. The back lighting and generally quiet tenor of the display had the touch of real authority, and I found it most impressive. I was much disappointed when the fish were added. There were some fine native fishes — tench, carp and perch, but when some sunfish and one of those horrible American freshwater catfish were placed with them, the authenticity vanished. What a pity! Erith and District AS had a fascinating Bedouin tent opening from which the Pyramids were viewed: two pyramid-shaped glass tanks containing guppies and neon were so simply set on sand alongside a sphinx, and the effect was distinctly arresting. A very thoughtful project.

Superficially the Portsmouth display was rather like Runnymede’s. There, too, were lots of ‘shops’ with excruciating names like Koo Lee Loach etc., but when one studied the little tanks which comprised the ‘shops’, there was another matter altogether. Almost without exception these miniature furnished aquaria were real set pieces, and each stood in its own right. Elsewhere they had been just fillers, but here they were individuals. Splendid stuff and some lovely fish too. Portsmouth got my vote before the results of the tableaux competition were announced.

I admire more each year the ingenuity and improvisation which goes into this part of the Show. It takes a lot of guts to go to all the trouble, only to get beaten, but to return again to do battle, and I hope to see many more societies making entries next year.

THE splendid all-glass tank that featured on the Mid-Sussex AS tableau was made from 1in. glass, 8ft. by 2ft. by 2ft. The total weight was over one ton—something like 3000 lbs and the 200 gallons of water it contained were circulated by two pumps at the rate of 400 gallons/hour.

Things to Buy

The shop window of the trade was full of interesting exhibits, ranging from the wide spectrum to the highly specialised wholesaler of an individual equipment. There was lots more optimism than last year, when a brave face was nevertheless turned to the prospects we all felt would be grim, but which have turned out rather better than we believed possible. In keeping with the rest of the Show, the trade stands as a whole were well planned and convincing. I am grateful to all who spared me time, when they were so busy, to chat about their enterprises and their new products and anything else which came to mind. In particular, those who listened to certain complaints which I voiced showed the sort of courtesy and interest which one always hopes for but does not always get.

The beginner was well catered for by the enormous range of books offered by TFH Publications, by J. and J. Bower Ltd and the PFM stands. No excuse now for not starting off on the right foot. TFH also introduced a highly pleasant pastime for the winter evenings, namely Sand Designing. This is like a sophisticated Isle of Wight sand configuration, and should appeal to schools and to those who like making their own Christmas presents without spending a fortune. Bowers Ltd, at the Show for the first time, featured the new Carbo Freeze-dried Bloodworms, an interesting addition to the larder.

Air pumps are high on my list of things to investigate. Spares problems, indifferent performance, noise factors and so on are always cropping up, and I am still looking for a product under £10 which will drive a 30 gallons marine tank without buzzing like a bee or requiring attention every month or so. Mr Small, of Hillside Aquatics, expressed great faith in the BIKO and suggested that the new Aqualonic air diffuser, measuring about 12in. by 1in., might be coupled with it in order to enhance the internal surge of water which marines so seem to enjoy. Rosewood (Eric Woods Ltd) favoured the KIHO 3000, claimed to be so silent as to prevent divorces, and the GLORY G6, of which they are the sole distributors. I was pleased indeed to see Armitage Pet Products selling a small DC pump driven by an HP2 torch battery, which should give an output for about 24 hours. Perhaps next year we shall see some 12 volt models. Vortex Innerspace Products exhibited the famous DIATOM filter, with a foresight of a commercial version, for release towards the end of the year at around the £80 mark.

Food is a must, but it is a rare puzzle to determine which
FBAS Supreme Championship

The Supreme Champion Fish 1975 was a Synodontis claritas entered by Mrs May Nethersell, and second was a Pseudotropheus macrophtalmus entered by Mr W. Knight (Gosport). 3, Mr P. Moge (kerri danio, Sudbury); 3, Mrs O. Lay (Aphyo- mirabile mirabile, Newton Abbot); 5, Mr M. West (Microlestes interruptus, Kingston); 6, Mrs M. Nethersell (Brochis).

Mrs May Nethersell (Riverside AS) at the presentation of her Supreme Championship award by Dr John Wilkinson.

Two Winning Aquascapes

Above: a large piece of petrified wood of exquisite shape provided a basis for the design of winning individual aquascape entered by Mr John Shepherd.

Left: winning club aquascape was this entry by Riverside AS, designed and staged by Mr Malcolm Goss. A shoal of zebras occupied the ‘pool’ below the bright green planted bank.
Things to Buy

(continued)

make to favour when faced with the bewildering display offered at the Show. It all looked so well conceived — and similar — that price, for many, will soon become the deciding factor. Phillips Yeast Products stressed the importance of vitamin supplements (SUPERFOOD). Pro- min set much store by continuing research into what is best for fish of all species. Peterana displayed the new Tetra SQUID Flakes, which the marinist will be eager to try out. Allandale Aquaria, too, had much to offer the marinist, ranging from a variety of sterilised frozen sea foods to live mysus shrimp at about 15p a bag. The latter was almost too good to be true, as a single bag would yield most interesting pets at a fraction of a penny per head! Not available everywhere yet, however, but let’s hope that the habit spreads. Newpet Ltd. also exhibited some quality foods, with additional therapy in the form of TRUEBAKTIV Sera, claimed to restore vitality to males. (Fish, of course!) The Aquarian stand (Thomas's of Halifax) was brimful of good things with which we are not yet completely familiar, but a very distinguished personage was overheard to opine that they were very good indeed. Welcome another newcomer to the Show, and all success in the new venture!

I have for some time enthused over Mr W. Tomey's sage advice in PFM on the planting of tanks, but this presupposes that the aquarist is willing to spend quite a lot of money on plants. I am all for this, as most home aquaria are badly planted, and I like the frustrated gardener to have something to do in the winter time. The stand of Hobby Fish, a firm always seeking new plant species of merit, had a really wide selection of quality plants to choose from, including some, like a dwarf Marsilia, which are usually difficult to come by. I thought that Crawley Aquarium also had the right idea about all this by offering specimen plants for sale in boxes of ten. They not only come cheaper that way, but one is discouraged from that innate meanness we all possess when it comes to buying anything but fish.

It was a great show for the aquarist who wants to tear his tank apart and redesign it. There were stacks of petrified wood on the Allandale Aquaria stand, as was also the case at Boss of Reading, who also offered cork bark and plants. The latter exhibitors are newcomers to the show, too, and seemed to be enjoying themselves. The marinist is always well catered for by Sarogny Art Products, whose corals and shells were as entrancing as ever and very much less expensive than in the provinces. You can buy a shell here for a penny, or a large cup coral for under £3.

Some aquarists will want new tanks, and Tritern Trading Co. would point to the new SEEALL aquaria, which are beautifully designed as well as being of practical value to the marinist and his freshwater counterpart alike. I certainly liked the apparent absence of fittings which rot away under the influence of salt water. In similar vein, Martins Aquaria exhibited the John Allan Panavision tanks with integral lighting, although these are not yet available to the public. Martins also offered some fine marines for sale — almost alone in this courageous venture, so it would seem. Two interesting new culture aids were also exhibited. Wingate & Golding showed bags of a new substrate by Velda, which should enable those Tomey-oriented plant enthusiasts to get the best from their purchases. You put about an inch of it on the bottom of the tank and then cover it with your usual sand or gravel. Allandale also exhibited an exciting new type of lighting tube called TRUE-LITE. It was on view illuminating a tank of highly expensive and rare marines, and the effect was exhilarating, to say the least of it. The price, alas, was not, and we still have no valid explanation from tube manufacturers why such as these need be so disproportionately expensive in comparison with much larger domestic and industrial tubes.

There were lots of fish on sale on the more general stands, but the Tisbury and Sons range of quality fancy goldfish was really something. I was greatly encouraged to learn that a breeding programme for home-produced goldfish is planned, with the object of developing some hardy and reliable strains. All success to this. I am sure it is in the right hands if the splendid specimens on display are anything to go by — as they most certainly are. Geoff Claxton of the Kingston Koi Company was another welcome new exhibitor, and he not only conveyed a deep understanding of the species, but also a plea that intending purchasers of these wonderful fish should first educate themselves about their needs.

Those who visited the Show will echo my thanks to the organisers, the exhibitors and others who have missed out on sleep and worked so hard to please us. I think they also displayed a proper attitude towards the dignity of the fish on display, whose welfare was clearly of primary concern, as witness the very few casualties. Competitive marine entries and specialist marine society exhibits were non-existent, which indicates that the bubble has burst and that marinists are now sitting down and thinking a bit harder about their responsibilities instead of counting their acquisitions. All in all, the atmosphere was brisk and hopeful for the hobby, and I think we may look forward and begin to plan for the best ever Show in 1976, which marks PetFish Monthly in its tenth year of publication. So get thinking now — all too soon it will be too late!
Great Success of the 'Weirdos and Nasties'

I think most visitors to the Aquarium Show would agree that the 'Weirdos & Nasties' fish display was a great attraction. It was very pleasing to me to see that all the people who promised to exhibit their fish on this stand all arrived in good time, and there was no problem of an empty tank to be filled at the last minute.

'Sparky', the fish collection box for the Intensive Therapy Unit of Whipps Cross Hospital, did light up when money was fed into it. The total sum collected at the show was £16.50 plus a cheque for £10 from PFM. The Intensive Therapy Unit will be putting this money towards buying more equipment to further their excellent work.

My thanks go to all who rallied round and helped me to produce this display, no matter how small the deed, and to the following people for their fish, which made it all possible.

All Gardiner, Mike & Gina Sandford, Pygidiurn italicae; Bob Thoday, Periophthalmus barbatus; Gerry Biggs, Dinopterus jacksoni & Malaperturus electricus; Ken Adams, Sternarchus albifrons; Dave Byfield, Roseveallia nattereri; Keith Beadle, Esox lucius; Mrs. Shirley, Mr. & Mrs. Gudgeon, Stenolemur rhombeus; Pete Cotton, Acestethynius cachorros; Roy Goodson, Lactocharax species; May & Bill Nethersoll, Crenicichla species; Billy Onslow, Hypselocharax species; Ron & Pat Burpitt, Clarias batrachus; Mark Bish, scorpion, nurse shark & moray eel.

I am already thinking about next year's Show, and look forward to receiving ideas and suggestions; so, come on—participate, it's more fun and never too early.

Sybil Hedges, Assistant Show Secretary, Koi Kornor, 150 Ashburton Avenue, Seven Kings, Ilford, Essex IG3 9EL. Telephone: 01-590 3239.

A Merry Christmas and Happy Fishkeeping in 1976 to all Readers of PFM
Show Organiser's Acknowledgements and Thanks:

To All Who Make The AQUARIUM SHOW Possible

SO much help is given by so many people both before and during the Show that to mention individual names in the recording of thanks is a hazardous undertaking, but nevertheless the occasion cannot pass without sincere thanks being given to the Aquarium Show Committee — Mr C. A. T. Brown, Mrs Pat Lambourne, Mr P. Cottle, Mrs Sybil Hedges, Mr D. Lambourne and chairman of the Federation Mr F. C. Tomkins — and the Management team that included Mr F. Campbell, Mr S. Tarrant and in particular the Show Manager, Mr Cliff Harrison, who solved innumerable problems and was in all places at once coping with intricate electrical details.

There were many delighted comments this year on the number of fine and rare fishes exhibited and thanks must go to all the competitors who entered them and to all those who not only helped to erect the benches for them but who looked after the fish during the 3 days and nights. These included Mr K. Adams, Mr A. Bullock, Mr W. Nethersell, Mr G. Biggs, Mr P. Eison, Mr A. Gardiner, Mr T. Jones, Mr T. King, Mr A. Maitland, Mr E. Stainer, Mr and Mrs M. Sandford — and Mrs May Nethersell, who looked after everybody’s welfare. Above all, very special thanks must go to the Show Secretary, Mr Derek Lambourne, to the assistant Show Secretary Mrs Sybil Hedges and Committee secretary Mrs Pat Lambourne for the great amount of work that they contributed not only during the Show but long before ‘opening day’ itself. Elsewhere on these pages Mrs Hedges has thanked the exhibitors who loaned fishes for the special display of ‘Weirdos & Nasties’ but it was her own enthusiasm and prolonged effort in gathering together all the items involved, and the very kind co-operation of the Whippys Cross Hospital Intensive Therapy Unit, that made the exhibit possible.

Special thanks must also go to the judges, Mr A. Blake, Mr C. A. T. Brown, Mr M. Carter, Mr C. W. Gorwill, Mr B. Pye, Mr D. Renton, Mr W. Ryder and Mr F. Tomkins for their careful and expert guidance in deciding the winners of the awards, and it was a particular pleasure to welcome this year honorary Vice-President of the Federation of British Aquatic Societies, Dr John Wilkinson, as the presenter of the prizes.

Mr Alf Gardiner, one of the stewards at the Show, received a special award for his (unofficial) entry of a novelty furnished aquarium (referred to on page 355)

Show Results in Detail

THE Best Fish in Show award, the Science Challenge trophy, was won by Mrs Sybil Hedges of Bethnal Green AS for a common goldfish. Mrs Hedges also received for this fish the Broughton trophy for Best Goldfish, the Longlife plague for Best Coldwater Fish, and the Es-Es trophy for Best Exhibit entered by a lady. Mr A. E. Noronha of Orpington won the Pet Library trophy for competitor gaining most points, and the society with most points was Riverside AS (the Taylor Smith trophy) who also won the PFF Scalare trophy. Hendon AS won the T. Horeman Rose Bowl for Best Furnished Aquarium. The Phillips Cup for Best Individual Furnished Aquarium was won by Mr K. Lewis of Riverside. Other awards were: PFF Barb trophy, Mr John Stollery, Riverside; Best characin pair, Halvin Cup, Mr D. Winder of East Dulwich, and PFF trophy for Best Pair; Best cichlid pair, Marsh trophy, Mr T. Butler, Runnymede; Best labyrinth pair, Kinnel trophy, Stephen Empson, Walthamstow; Best toothcarp pair, Bena trophy, Mr S. Powell, Riverside; Best rasbora pair, Tetramin trophy and PFF trophy, Mr M. Strange, Basingstoke. Mr Strange was also awarded the PFF Betta trophy, Best cichlid pair, Eheim trophy, Mr G. Biggs, Riverside; Best guppy pair, Trophy' trophy and FGA trophy, Mr A. E. Noronha, Orpington; Best platy pair, Pengiley trophy, Mr G. Smith, Walthamstow. Mr Smith also received the Renton trophy, and the Colindale Plant Cup for Best aquatic plant. Best mollie pair, TFH/Miracle Shield, Mrs M. Crewe, Wellingborough. Best native and foreign, FBAS Council trophy, Mr B. Brett, N. Kent; Best all catfish pair, the Johnstone trophy, Gina Sandford, Reigate & Redhill.

Detailed results were: Aa: 1. Hendon AS (73); 2. Walthamstow (72); 3. Riverside (70); 4. Bracknell (69); Ab: 1. Portsmouth (78); 2. Basingstoke (76); 3. Bethnal Green (69); 4. Riverside (67); Ad: 1. Mr R. Paine (Haslemere, 74); 2. Mr P. Newman (Riverside, 73); 3. Mr K. Bowman
Breeding Marine Fishes for Aquaria on a Commercial Scale in the U.S.A.

OVER 100,000 marine tropical fishes were reared during the last 2 years at an experimental coral reef fish farm in St. Petersburg, Florida. Pompano clownfish, tomato clownfish, neon gobies, tiger gobies, sea robins, sea trout, black drum, spade fish and other common species were reared during these experimental years. Now, the company responsible, Aquafish Research Corporation, has announced a move for its marine fish farm and is about to launch into large-scale commercial production. Once the move to new quarters is completed, Aquafish Research Corporation will produce many species of clownfish and gobies and will begin propagation of marine angelfish and other Atlantic tropical fishes. A new facility is being constructed.

An ideal island site in the Florida Keys has been obtained for the project. Aquafish Isle is a tropical island set in protected Bonefish Bay, a few miles northeast of Marathon, Florida. Only 4 water miles separate Aquafish Isle from Florida's beautiful coral reefs and the warm waters of the Gulf Stream. Damselfish spawn on the rocks around the island, snorkers school under the boat house and spiny lobsters hide in crevices under the docks. It is a perfect site for the culture of marine tropical animals.

Although marine tropical fishes have great reproductive potential (one female may produce hundreds of thousands of eggs per year), survival rates in Nature are very low and coral reef habitats are limited. Harvesting of marine tropical fishes is on the increase as their popularity for home aquaria grows at a rapid pace throughout the world. An estimated 5 million marine tropical fishes are imported into the U.S.A. each year. These fishes are collected from all the tropical oceans of the world and collectors are hard pressed to meet the demand. Nets, poisons and explosives are often employed to extract these living gems from their hiding places in the reefs and concern has been expressed for the delicate ecology of the tropical coral reefs.

Aquafish Research Corporation is currently the only company in the world that has succeeded in propagating marine tropical fishes in large numbers. The company's success lies in the technical accomplishments of marine biologist Martin Moe, nutritionist Barbara Moe, and production manager Don Lockard, who have spent many hours developing the sensitive biological and mechanical systems that allow control of marine fish reproduction. Moe, formerly Senior Fishery Biologist of the State of Florida and Director of Biological Research of Oceanographic Mariculture Inc., of Riveria Beach, Florida, has been involved with fish culture for 15 years. Moore has been active in marine culture operations for the past 10 years.
Guppys in the Public Eye

A report on the varieties displayed at The Aquarium Show this year

By F. CAMPBELL

To stage a show to suit everyone connected with the aquatic hobby, and those closely related to it, is an unenviable task. I firmly believe, however, that The Aquarium Show '75 achieved this objective. It was perfectly balanced in every respect with top-class exhibits to satisfy all fancies; tableaux to delight the less aquatic minded; and a collection of traders who, between them, offered everything considered to be necessary for the successful keeping of fish.

As a guppy vet of long standing, I naturally paid a great deal of attention to the guppy exhibits and was delighted to discover an almost comprehensive representation of the development of that fascinating yet frustrating little creature.

The specimens entered in the competitive classes were all of the large, broad-tailed, multi-coloured type we have become familiar with over the past few years and, from an aesthetic point of view, little fault could be found with the judge's findings. In the class for pairs the females were well chosen and in some instances were nearly as colourful as the male. In the breeders class, however, although preference is given to a team of two males and two females, the latter were conspicuous by their absence. Perhaps this was due to their general drabness in comparison with the males, for four colourful males make a far more eye-catching sight than two males and two females.

I am of the opinion that these beautiful broad-tailed specimens, imported from tropical countries where they are bred commercially, are impeding the efforts of the serious amateur breeder. Some of the results obtained in trying to produce a true-bred strain are nothing short of chaotic.

Upon viewing the stand presented by the Federation of Guppy Breeders Societies I was delighted to note that its members are clinging to the short tails and sword tails which formed its original standards.

Founded in 1938 as the Guppy Breeders Society, it was not until 1951 that the Society had to make provision for two new outlines. The scarftails and veiltails arrived, some from America and some from Australia, and were promptly incorporated into the standards. These were, of course, much more flamboyant than the short-tailed varieties and in order that judging could be done on a fair basis the late George Phillips, who was at that time Chairman of the GBS Judges and Standards Committee, was instrumental in introducing the 'five twenties' system of pointimg, i.e. twenty points each for body, caudal, dorsal, colour, and condition and deportment. To a certain extent, therefore, history has repeated itself but the specialists of today have not been able to cope with the flood of broadtails as efficiently as the GBS members of more than twenty years ago.

I still have an FGBS Standards Handbook dated 1955 and the outlines shown therein are cofertail, pintail, speartail, roundtail, topword, bottomword, double-sword, lyretail, veiltail and scarftail. It was with a great feeling of satisfaction, therefore, that I noted every one of these varieties was presented on the FGBS stand at The Aquarium Show, even to the original veil, which was much narrower than the present trend and had curved top and bottom rays with the back edge slightly concave.

I know from experience how difficult it is to achieve a true-breeding strain of some of these old shapes, particularly the spears, pins and lyres, and the work of this specialist group in keeping them in the public eye is commendable. I might add that the lyretails on view were the only ones I have seen recently that conform to the FGBS emblem adopted so many years ago.
Dangers in the Marine Aquarium

By GRAHAM C. ROBERTSON

HAVE you ever sat down and admired the beauty of your marine tank—thinking what a safe hobby you had become involved in? Well, think again! Some of your fishes may be able to kill you without you being aware of the fact.

There can be said to be two types of fishes: poisonous ones and venomous ones. Poisonous fish will only kill you if you eat them, and it is unlikely that many marine aquarists will do this. A great many of the common species kept in aquaria can be poisonous. I say can, since it is generally regarded that they gain their toxicity through their dietary habits. By eating poisonous marine algae or invertebrates they build up various toxins in their own tissues. Some species have their own built-in supply though, such as most species of puffers and boxfish. Puffers produce tetrodotoxin, although it is believed that the food of these fish may also have a role in producing their poison.

Toxicity is at a maximum at the breeding season and there is a distinct relationship between toxicity and gonadal activity. The Japanese, believe it or not, actually eat puffers although they must be prepared by specially qualified cooks who have to undergo stringent examinations. All the toxic parts of the fish have to be learned and these must be carefully removed so as to avoid poisoning customers!

Venomous fishes have the capability of actively injecting poison into their victim and so provide a far greater hazard to the aquarist. Most aquarists will know of the poisonous spines of the scorpion fish.
There are a great many species in the family Scorpaenidae, most of which are found in temperate seas although the majority of poisonous species inhabit tropical seas.

The best known of these is *Pterois volitans*, also known in various parts of the world as a zebrafish, lionfish, turkeyfish, scorpionfish, flying dragon, fireworksfish, devilfish and so on; all giving a good description of this magnificent species. *P. volitans* exhibits a typical defensive behaviour which every aquarist keeping fish should know. If antagonised or approached too closely by some moving object, such as an aquarist’s hand, the dorsal spines are erected to their fullest extent and the fish rotates its body so that it is head down and its spines face its aggressor. A quick darting motion forward and the fish inflicts its sting, almost painlessly at first but after a few seconds the pain becomes excruciating. The wife of a B.M.A.A. member, Joe Sutcliffe, was stung by one of these fish while cleaning a tank and hospital treatment was the result.

The answer is to keep your hand out of the scorpionfish tank, but should it become necessary to perform some duties on the tank, then keep a close watch on the scorpion and separate him off from the part of the tank you are cleaning by a sheet of glass.

The poisonous glands of *Pterois* are not solely associated with its dorsal spines but three anal spines and two pelvic spines also have venom glands. The anal and pelvic spines, however, do not contain as much glandular tissue as the dorsal spines and so are not capable of delivering as large a quantity of venom into a wound as the dorsal spines. Most stings are, in any case, inflicted by the dorsal spines. The effects of being stung are quite unmistakable. There is almost immediate pain, which is very intense, and this radiates out from the vicinity of the wound. It can last for hours or days and is usually accompanied by a reddening and swelling of the affected area, which may also feel hot. There are also a multitude of other effects such as nausea and faintness, and even deaths have been reported.

There is some immediate first aid which can be given including cleansing the wound, by bleeding if need be, and immersing it in as hot water as can be withstood. The important aspect of treatment is to combat shock and maintain blood circulation and heart action.

Another venomous marine which is perhaps not so well known for its poisonous properties is the black and white striped catfish *Plotosus lineatus*. This is somewhat regrettable since it is quite a common fish in dealers’ tanks yet it is almost certainly one of the most dangerous venomous fishes known, and a sting from this species may be fatal. I know of a great many aquarists who are ignorant of the venomous nature of this species, let alone the degree of its toxicity.

Its venom apparatus is composed of the dorsal and pectoral stings and the axillary gland. The dorsal and pectoral stings are covered by an integumentary sheath and below this, running the entire length of the spines, are the venom glands. The axillary gland is situated at the base of the pectoral spine. This gland is connected by means of a canal to the tip of the pectoral spine, so supplying it with venom from not only its own fin glands but also venom from the axillary glands. The spines of this species are particularly dangerous since they are locked into a rigid extended position if the catfish is disturbed, such as if it was being caught in a net.

With its spines erected it would be quite easy for this species to become entangled in the mesh of a net and the aquarist may unknowingly try to untangle it using his fingers. The fin spines are very sharp and will quite easily penetrate the skin. This causes the integumentary sheath to be damaged and the venom glands, thus being exposed, release their poison.

Violent pain results which may last for 48 hours or more and may be accompanied by other effects, and subsequent infection. The wound which is inflicted may also take many weeks to heal so it would be well to think carefully before buying this species.

I am not saying that aquarists should not buy these venomous fishes, but they should be aware of these dangers. Stories of the poisonous nature of scorpions etc. may, in some individual cases, be exaggerated. In a great many cases, though, they are not; and one would be foolhardy indeed not to treat these fish with the respect which they deserve — for your own good.
OH dear, oh dear, was it really necessary to create more confusion in the world of the fancy goldfish? Apparently the 'Confederation of United Kingdom Aquarists' thought so, for they have produced a further set of standards to add to those which already exist. I cannot help but feel that they would have served the hobby better if they had saved their money by merely announcing they intended adopting those published by the Goldfish Society of Great Britain!

The copy, which I was allowed to borrow from a friend, comprised 29 pages, stated to be 'copyright', and commenced with an explanation of the terms used. This was followed by a straight word for word copy of the GSGB description of the 'Main variations in external character possessed by varieties'. Even this heading can be found, on page 3 of the GSGB Standards, as the final sentence of their introductory paragraph; the Confederation have merely left off the last few words, which read 'in Great Britain in 1970 were as follows:—'

Pointing differs — the 'Confederation' using the well-known 'five twenties' system. The standards also differ from other standards on one very important point and this is in the 'Breeder's Classes'. Whereas it is generally accepted that a breeder's team of young fish should consist of four, the 'Confederation' standards require six fish and this, I suspect, reflects the influence of tropical interests. This, I think, is also evidenced by their pointing for size, which gives an 'Aquarium Norm', in which fish of a stated length are awarded 15 points, fish exceeding the stated size are given additional points to a maximum of 20, whilst small fish have points deducted. Large coldwater fish are usually older specimens; therefore, under this system, a young fish is automatically penalised owing to its lack of growth.

Acknowledgements are made to the GSGB for the veiltail, fork-tailed globe eye (incorrectly called a 'globeye'), and broad tail moor. With the exception of the common and Bristol-type shubunkin, the other varieties could also have been acknowledged — their resemblance to the GSGB outlines being so remarkably similar! The Bristol-type shubunkin is nothing

---

**Goldfish is Top in Premier Show Awards**

Best fish in the show at The Aquarium Show '75 was this common goldfish, entered by Mrs Sybil Hedges of Bethnal Green AS.

Photo: Cliff Harrison.
like the shubunkin, having a heavy common goldfish body and a tail vaguely resembling that of the Midlands produced Bristol shubunkin standard. The fish shown would not be tolerated in the tanks of a true enthusiast of the Bristol shubunkin.

Harsh words, I know, but, if standards must be proliferated, at least let them contribute something. Unfortunately, this latest effort has produced nothing new — the shubunkin apart, even had it been necessary to bring out a new standards booklet — which it was not — I cannot see this being welcomed by lovers of the fancy goldfish.

During October, BBC television presented a discussion on 'Nationwide' between 'Tommy' Thomas of Bristol AS and Bill Leach of the GSGB. The subject under discussion was the Bristol shubunkin and the standards of the two societies for this fish. As readers are no doubt aware, each requires a different outline for the tail and the reasons for this were gone into, together with a brief history of the variety. Both live fish and the two differing standards were shown, and these were used to illustrate the points made by the speakers.

Although the general public may have been wondering where the news value was they probably found the fish interesting, which is good publicity for the hobby. To the goldfish exhibitor the discussion was of great interest, especially the end of the programme announcement that both sides hoped to get together with the aim of producing a mutually agreed standard for this variety. It is to be hoped that this will happen and, thereby, produce a single standard in place of two.

At the Bristol AS annual Coldwater Open Show banks of tanks, ready filled with water, awaited the forty or so exhibitors to arrive. Many travelled quite long distances, from as far afield as Northampton, Dorset, London, Devon, Hampshire, Birmingham and Lancashire. In all, they staged 315 fish in 19 classes which were held for the judges' consideration by 11.30 a.m.

The public were admitted at 3.00 p.m. and a steady stream paid their admission into the hall. As with the exhibitors, many travelled over quite long distances. For instance I had the pleasure of meeting friends such as Mr & Mrs Amos from Northampton, Gordon King from Hertfordshire, Mr & Mrs Whittington of Surrey and Mrs M. Dudley from Wimbledon, to name but a few. Part of the joy of visiting these shows is the pleasure of meeting fellow enthusiasts and chatting over fishy matters.

A pleasant surprise came when Mr 'Tommy' Thomas of Bristol AS reminded me of criticisms I made of their show schedule, last year. He thanked me and said that my remarks had been valid and, therefore, acted upon by the Show Committee. How nice it is to find that criticism is taken, by some people, in the manner in which it is intended. I do not become a critic unless I feel it is warranted and would benefit the hobby in one way or another.

At the time of writing these notes, October news has reached me that the proposal to form an 'umbrella' organisation to represent goldfish interests will take a further step forward during November. Representatives of the proposing groups — Association of Goldfish Breeders, Association of Midland Goldfish Keepers, Bristol Aquarist Society, Goldfish Society of Great Britain, Midland Aquarium and Pool Society and Northern Goldfish and Pond-keepers Society, will meet at Coventry as guests of the AMGK. The purpose of this meeting is to place the organisation upon a firm footing by the election of officials and agreeing the aims and principles that will guide the officials and delegates in their future actions and decisions.

This is good news indeed and a move that should receive the support of all enthusiasts of the fancy goldfish. With a single body, comprising only goldfish hobbyists, to represent the goldfish keepers' interests it is quite possible that the status of the goldfish will improve. At the present time most national, area or local organisations are dominated by tropical fish interests, with hardly any voice to speak for the coldwater side of the hobby. Proof of this can be seen at the majority of open shows. Very few
cater for the coldwater fish to an extent comparable to tropical classes. If this state of affairs can be improved, so that more comprehensive coldwater classes appear in a greater number of show schedules, it would be a step in the right direction. If a wider range of classes were provided, instead of the usual Any Variety Single Tail, Any Variety Twin Tail and Any Other Variety Pond or River, it is possible more goldfish exhibitors would be encouraged to enter their fish in these shows.

A strong body and voice to represent the goldfish hobby might also encourage other enthusiasts to band together into specialised groups. There is enough interest in most areas, and it only requires people who are present to take the initiative to seek out their fellow hobbyists and bring them together.

Let us hope that 1976 will see more specialist groups being formed, a wider range of coldwater classes in open shows, and a strong national body to represent the interests of the goldfish keepers at all levels. For too long the coldwater fish keeper has been the poor relation of the hobby.

The hot weather earlier in the year had a curious effect upon the water hawthorn in my garden pool. For a time it made profuse growth and was smothered in flowers that produced seeds — these provided numerous seedling plants. One morning a visit to the pool provided a shock, for the plants appeared to have died overnight. The previously green leaves and stems had turned brown and were rapidly rotting. I thought how lucky it was that I had saved some of the young plants — feeling sure that they would be needed to replace those which had apparently been lost. However, during late September new growth began to appear and in October the plants are as strong as they ever were. The subject was mentioned to a horticulturist, who told me that, because of the intense heat over a prolonged period, his own plants had shown similar symptoms but he had saved them by providing shading and running in cold water once a day during the hottest spells.

Now that we coldwater hobbyists are at the end of the year we have little to do, in respect of our fishkeeping, and so the ideal opportunity is provided to check over any ancillary equipment, such as heaters, thermostats and aerators or water pumps. Any worn or damaged electrical wiring should obviously be renewed for reasons of safety. If any item is found to be faulty, and not of a type that can be reconditioned, it should be noted so that a replacement can be obtained. As this is December perhaps subtle hints would prompt some new equipment to appear on Christmas morning — well, it could happen!

Finally — did you hear about the bullion dealer who lost a fortune when his goldfish turned silver? And on that note I will wish all readers a prosperous New Year and successful fishkeeping.
AFTER a singularly unsuccessful and expensive essay at keeping tropical marine aquariums some 3 years ago, I took stock of the sorry situation in order to decide whether to continue the agony or not. Unlike other forms of pet keeping, there are no reliable advisers to turn to, and on the whole any progress you make is largely of your own inspiration. At all costs you should avoid turning to a dealer or an enthusiast for advice. Most dealers are in it for the money and you cannot expect them to be wholly truthful. The enthusiast has a lemming-like tendency to disregard all the signals and to follow disaster by even larger scale calamity. All you can do, really, is to take apart your own experience and question every single step you took. Obviously a log book or a diary is a great help here, but you have to have some yardstick for comparisons.

Readers will be familiar with the names of Spotte and King. The former has published a number of books dealing in detail with water chemistry, and even if you cannot understand the scientific detail, the conclusions are in the sort of English anyone can understand. John M. King, the late Director of Research of Marine Systems Inc., Ohio, was another brilliant young American, whose recent death was a sad and significant loss to the ranks of responsible and dedicated mariculturists. His careful and detailed guidance will be found in past issues of Sea Scope, and those who wish to get a balanced view of marine aquarium management should study what he wrote.

The impression one gets from reading the more balanced papers on the subject is that some of the best results come from application of the simplest techniques. The use of ultraviolet radiation to kill microorganisms, for example, is put firmly in its place, and I was relieved that none of the recommendations could be classed as being unreasonably expensive for the average fishkeeper. In writing a column of this sort I think it important that I do not lose sight of the fact that most readers are neither millionaires nor scientists. If it seemed that success in marine aquariums could only come by spending unduly large sums of money, I would stop writing on the subject altogether. Similarly, if it really seemed that we could only get results by highly complicated and devious methods, I would throw my hand in, for the simple reason that I live in a house which is a home, and not a public aquarium or a research laboratory.

Looking back on my failures, I believe that my main shortcomings fell in the following categories. First, I was too ready to accept the recommendations of dealers as to what fish I should keep, and how many. Secondly, I overcrowded. Then I blithely disregarded the standard chemical tests after the initial maturing period of the tank had expired. I believe that I overdid things with medication, and that the variety of food offered was wrong. I seldom did anything about the tank water, and only topped it up when it fell below the level of the top frame. So long as bubbles were coming from the undergravel filter pipe outlets, I lost no sleep.

Perhaps these revelations will give some clue to where I went wrong — in fact many will wonder how I ever kept a fish alive at all. Thus, I attacked all these points and made a determined effort to do
Extracts from an aquarist's log kept on an Amazon Adventure

In June this year a party of aquarists from the U.K. set out on a trip to the Amazon (via the Caribbean) to collect fish. Keith Barroldough, one of the expedition's leaders, kept a detailed, interesting, amusing and personal log of the party's travels and experiences, some extracts from which are presented here.

Cartagena, Colombia, was the base from which we would start our Caribbean experience. From there we made a trip to Rosario Island for observation of marine fishes. The outbound journey to Rosario took just over 3 hours. The weather was glorious and the party was already showing signs of sunburn. We were escorted a greater part of the way by small flying fish skimming along the surface of the water with the occasional pelican diving into the sea, filling his beak with fish. Two black cormorants stood on posts marking the entrance to Rosario, a coral island in the Caribbean. It was just as exotic as it sounds. You could clearly see the coral reefs only a couple of feet below, fish darting in all ways as the boat was slowly guided through the reef to a small landing stage at the foot of the beach where we were to spend our next night. The chalets were very simple with just a roof made of leaves and no windows.

Very quickly we were nearly all in the water with snorkel gear, catching fish for identification and photography. It was less than ten minutes before the first coral-grazed knees and urchin spines in toes were reported, but this was part of what we had come for. Only ten paces from our bunks the reef was alive with fish, small damselfish, yellow-tail blue, beau gregory, wrasse, butterfly, yellow and blue tang, small hogfish, the occasional boxfish and squirrel fish, with crabs, anemones, starfish, tubeworms etc. Soon we discovered more reefs nearby where even more activity took place with new spawning of fry darting in and out of large coral heads, and the odd moray eel looking out to see who was poking about. It seemed only minutes before we had to break for lunch. Fish was the order of the day as it was to be for a greater part of our diet when away from general habitation.

Straight after lunch we took the boat around the other side of the island to a large submerged reef. Here, the water was quite deep. Although the fish could be seen from the boat it was necessary to swim about 50 yards to the reef proper in order to experience the wonders of such a place. Here, the coral head stood up to 10ft. high and we had to be very careful of the fire coral, a soft coral that burns the skin rather badly on contact. Almost everyone had a go at snorkelling around this area, where one could see angelfish (Holacanthus isabellina) up to 20in. long and an amazing 4-5ft. hogfish.

A small and simple lodge on Santa Sofia Monkey Island was our first and major base in the Amazon. The sturdy wooden building was on stilts and had four rooms, a dining area and a large rest area.

Within minutes of getting our kits into the rooms a party was out looking for fish. The ground was very swampy where the river had been in flood, creating many inland pools. The mud was glutinous, as one sank up to the knees. Soon we were catching fish, small ones at first — bloodfins, small characins, Mylossoma, dwarf cichlids and many like that. We went
down river a little way, seeing a large number of squirrel monkeys in the trees. We turned off through the narrowest gap in the trees, and along a stream through about 150 yards of dense overhanging trees, which suddenly opened out into a large lake full of giant Regina water lilies, some with leaves 5 ft. across. Under the leaves and in the reeds we discovered festive cichlids, pencil fish and yet more *Metynnis*, *Leporinus* up to 6 in. and odd killiefish.

★★★★

A local Spanish-speaking family (father named Navarro) accompanied the party as their fishing guides. For the first fishing expedition a large pool close to the lodge was selected.

Navarro and his daughters carried the canoe across the mud to the pool and were very quickly running the big net out. A number of us joined in around the net, winding it in and removing the floating water hyacinth. The fishing family seemed quite taken aback when we joined them in the water. I think they had expected everyone to stand on the bank and watch, but here we were up to our waist in water, which was so cloudy with silt that you could not see 1 inch below the surface. They were even more surprised when we could readily recognise a great number of the fish, the Latin names being the same in Spanish as English, and this first effort was to form a bond between us and the local family of mutual respect.

The first net full produced a wealth of varieties — over thirty in all, and a great deal of discussion took place in the water trying to identify all of them, but already fish were being caught that none of the party could positively recognise. This first pool was an aquarist's paradise, producing *Metynnis duravenus*, *Piranha natterii*, *Piranha rombus*, *Leporinus frederici* and others, Peruvian bloodfins, *Aequidens curviceps*, *Hemiodus gracilis*, *Prochilodus*, angel fish, festivum, *Curimatospis*, a spiketail characin, silver hatchets, *Riculus*, small pike cichlids, a dogfish with enormous teeth, a 12 in. tiger shovel nose, some large blowfish, a 10 in. plecostomus, *Copeina* and *Pyrrhulina*, assorted *Pimelodella*, beacons, banjo catfish, leaf fish, eques pencil fish, *Charax gibbosus* and numerous other tetras.

The river falls as much as 12ft. in the dry season and pools such as this one must dry out completely. This one was 4ft. in this part but we discovered after lunch that it was much deeper in places and houses large piranhas. We were told that by August the piranhas are very large, because as the water goes down they eat all the other fish. Water in this pool was pH 6.7 and DH 7 (test by courtesy of Alf Robbins), and very heavy with suspended silt, which must offer a great deal of protection to young fish.

We returned to our lodge for lunch with thousands of fish, caught in the first morning, which we kept in a big quantity of large cans.

★★★★

On the day of our move upriver to another lodge we were up before dawn. At our selected fishing spot the river was rather like a lagoon. It was impossible to get on to the bank as there was none — just marsh land. We unhitched the small boats, leaded the nets and were away once more. On this occasion we were not to go far from the boat. The water was deep and the net work had to be done from the boats or by swimming. Navarro was not happy about the catch. Not enough, he said, but the variety was there and this is what we were after. Water was very soft here with a DH reading of 3-4, pH 6.7. Fishes included angels, festive cichlids, *Plecostomus*, pike cichlids, severum, piranhas, *Mylossoma*, *Leporinus*, bloodfins, scissortails, characins, *Amblydoras* cats, knife fish, *Ameiurus* cats, crabs and snakes. Snakes were still very much in our minds this day; after half an hour we encountered yet another, this time the deadly coral snake. Navarro had cast the large net around a big clump of floating water hyacinth, having totally encircled it and drawn it up underneath. We all eagerly set about throwing the hyacinth out of the net. Suddenly Navarro shouted `coral snake' and we all retreated into the canoes, quicker than a tube worm into its tube. There, swimming around in the net, was an 18 in. long beautifully coloured coral snake. We were staggered when Navarro indicated that he was going to catch the snake, but sure enough that is just what he did with his bare hands. Carefully he put it in a polythene bag and
sealed it, hanging it upon the boat. At this point we returned to our big boat for lunch (would you believe, fish again?).

After lunch we did a little more fishing, catching pike cichlid, festive cichlids, angles, knife fish and a very attractive baby lung fish. Now we had to move on towards our new camp Tambo Amazona, where we arrived just before nightfall. This was a large platform on stilts over the water with a roof made from leaves, no sides at all and no beds. The boat crew and our guides quickly set up the dozen or so hammocks, which caused great hilarity as many of us had not slept in hammocks before, especially completely in the open. Soon the mosquitoes were out. They were not too bad but the beetles and other large flying objects began to move in by the thousand.

After a meal we sorted out the plans for the evening. Tonight we were to do some night fishing and a crocodile hunt. We split the party in two, one group going on the crocodile hunt, the other on the night fishing with a planned change after one hour. We were anchored in a large lake and the still darkness had to be experienced to be believed. I was in the fishing party first go. We headed out into the dark unknown. It was quite eerie once around the bend and into the reefs. We slowly drifted near the edge, where there were a number of very large silver hatchets that proved quite hard to catch, plus a few Plectostomus and talking cats. It was not, however, very productive. After about an hour we returned to the boat with less than a dozen fish. Shortly afterwards the other boat returned absolutely elated with their experience, having caught four crocodiles up to 4 ft. long.

***

Sunday morning dawned, our last day on the river. We had completed our fishing programme. All that remained was to sail down river to collect our fishes from Monkey Island and back to Leticia. On the way down river we visited two Indian villages, the Yagua and Tricuna. The Yaguaras being very primitive, the Tricunas much more westernised, although the two were only about 15 miles apart. We loaded all the fish into our boat and arrived back at Leticia just after dusk feeling very tired and very sticky. The hot water and showers of the Paradore Ticuna were very welcome. After a meal and a few drinks everyone retired in preparation for the long journey home.

Monday morning we packed the fish we were to carry as hand baggage and tried to make arrangements to have the rest shipped forward. This unfortunately did not materialise. However, a number of very interesting and much valued specimens were brought home and arrived in good condition. The homeward trip was uneventful but very smooth; we left Leticia at lunchtime on Monday and arrived at Heathrow on Tuesday evening.

A number of friendships were struck or strengthened on this memorable expedition and it is the intention of Worldspan International and my Company to endeavour to make another such trip in June 1976, when we sincerely hope more enthusiasts will be able to join us and enjoy all the pleasures of collecting and studying fantastic tropical fish in their natural setting.

---

Marinist’s Notebook

continued from page 370

better. It would have been cheating to put them all right at the same time, so I applied the various corrections over a period in the hope that I might observe whether any one appeared to have a greater impact than others. Of course, scientifically speaking, this was a hopeless sort of operation because there were no controlled conditions. However, the average aquarist has not the means to indulge in anything elaborate and I feel that what I did was what many would agree with as being tolerably realistic, taking into account the everyday constraints which affect most of us.

What rather worries me, though, is the series of stories one hears from time to time about the chap who has kept several large angels and butterflies in a 30 gallon tank for the past 3 years. Of course, the water looks like gravy and he feeds the fish on dried food and dog meat. All I wish is that he would get in touch!
An Introduction to some of the less common

Aquarium Plants Called Ludwiglia

By W. TOMEY

Photographs by the author

Leaves and flower of the best-known species of ludwigia to aquarists — Ludwiglia natans

SPECIES of the genus Ludwiglia have been known as strong growers and particularly good aquarium plants since just about the beginning of the aquarium hobby. In my country their tough, vigorous growth has even given rise in the hobby to the phrase 'as strong as ludwiglia' and indeed these splendid plants don't easily give up the fight! They also have many other good qualities: there is their shape and the colour differences between the species. Because of their method of growth, a few small cuttings in the aquarium can easily be increased to become a group of fine plants. Another advantage is that ludwiglia, provided that it is well treated and the lighting is correct, will grow in all parts of the tank and can be used as a back, middle or side plant, while, if allowed to grow tall, it will hide from view technical equipment such as heaters, thermostats and air-tubes. All of which is more than enough reason for us to re-consider these old-established plants to see how we can best grow them in modern tank conditions.

Although some species of Ludwiglia do still give a very satisfactory appearance I can't help thinking that the ludwiglia seen in tanks in the past looked even more beautiful and had a better form and colour than that seen in the modern tank. And I think there are probably two reasons for this: one is the former, more general, use of tungsten lighting and the other the fact that previously taller tanks were used in which the plant could grow up without being continually topped or, at least, the interval between topping was longer. This seems a very important point to me. The plants were not disturbed and could develop stronger growth. Modern tank
sizes don't allow plants to remain untouched. Constant topping is an absolute necessity if they are not to overgrow themselves, but this does often cost the plant its health and vitality. The plants themselves react by ceasing to gain height and produce only very small leaves, that are either quickly shed or become yellow.

To maintain the health and vitality of *Ludwigia* species in the modern tank it is necessary (a) to position the plants correctly; (b) to keep the substrate light and nutritious; (c) to use a combination of normal tungsten bulbs and fluorescent tubes.

It is worth noting that most species of *Ludwigia* react very well to the use of preparations containing the iron salts so necessary to plant growth. Ludwigia species cultivated in modern tanks often show the symptoms of iron salts deficiency — bareness of stem, yellowing of the leaves and slimy leaves etc. In connection with this it is also interesting to remember that the 'old-timers' used to put rusty nails into the gravel between the roots of ludwigia.

Bottom compost must include those items that are advocated in modern methods of cultivation, i.e. clay, loam, ferrous sand and some peat dust. This formula will help to prevent weakness of growth and give the plants greater vitality.

In natural conditions ludwigia is more of a bog plant, propagated by fruits from the small flowers. Continual cultivation under water makes generative propagation of the plant quite impossible and it is still an open question whether such cultivation might not weaken the plant.

As for the quantity of light required, different species of *Ludwigia* require a variety of lighting conditions, depending on how they grow in Nature. Generally, *Ludwigia* species grow best under combined normal bulbs and fluorescent tubes and if the plants can be placed so that they obtain the full benefit of both types of lighting then they gain the most.

It is not possible to give exact details for the lighting requirements of ludwigia. Our own experience must guide us with each different tank, but a comparative method is useful with the different species. So, if *Ludwigia natans* is growing well under a certain type and quantity of light, then even more light is required for *Ludwigia arcuata*, which indeed does grow best under its own spotlight.

To cultivate ludwigia obtained from the wild it is necessary to make sure that there is not too much deviation of temperature. Once the ludwigia adapts, temperature is not so critical and the plant develops well at temperatures between 70° and 85°F (21-29°C).

*Ludwigia natans*: origin, tropical America. Perhaps the most useful aquarium species of the genus. Leaf colour depends on the lighting available and varies from deep olive-green to a gold colour, the underside frequently being deep wine-red or even lilac; leaves are egg-shaped and short stemmed. Stems are often many-branched and give a bunchy effect so *L. natans* is extremely useful against the side and rear glasses of the tank to serve as camouflage for any necessary equipment. The plant stock is propagated by taking cuttings from the stems; the parent plant will continue to flourish and you will also have lots of new plants.

*Ludwigia glandulosa*: origin, southern U.S.A. This is a fairly new addition to
our tanks, and a very graceful species. The narrow leaves are pointed and their colour is very variable — from dark bronze to dark wine-red. It is a rapid grower and forms many branches. This is a very nice plant and it lends itself beautifully to making contrasts in colour and form with other types of plants. It does not require a special place in the tank but will grow in any position.

*Ludwigia arcuata*: origin, eastern U.S.A. and by introduction in Europe. This is also a very nice aquarium plant but much more difficult to keep than either of the two previous species. The stems are dark green with dark-red tops and there is dark red also in the small, sharp-pointed leaves. High temperatures are not for this species. It does best at 45-65°F (7-18°C), especially if the plants are from the wild. If the *Ludwigia arcuata* has been cultivated in the aquarium for a length of time then it will be able to withstand the temperatures of a tropical tank much better.

*Ludwigia arcuata* requires a powerful lighting and must be placed in the aquarium where light can reach it directly. It's better to give these plants their own 'spot' by means of which the group of plants can obtain their own strong, direct, light for some hours a day. Important also is a light substrate, through which the fine, divided roots can push their way easily. Many stems will form at the nodes and a dense bunch of plants will form. Cuttings

Floating leaves of the remarkable *Ludwigia helminthorrhiza*, a plant that will thrive under aquarium conditions of strong top lighting, preferably of natural source.

A species preferring relatively cool water conditions is *Ludwigia arcuata*, with narrow, sharp-pointed leaves. It can acclimatise to tropical tank temperatures.
WE have already listed the routine functions which should be carried out by the aquarist at monthly intervals, and in these notes I will discuss subjects which require attention at three-monthly periods. It must be noted that this guide will need to be adapted to the requirements of the situation; clearly, the owner of only a few tanks will be able to construct a different programme from that which is necessary for the upkeep of a fish house — for example, the air temperature is unlikely to bother the former very much, but in extremes of weather the fish house keeper can get very worried indeed if his structure is as imperfect as so many are in ventilation and insulation.

Water quality. Although I have already mentioned the need for the marinist to make regular chemical checks of pH and nitrite values, it is becoming increasingly clear that it is not possible to keep marine animals alive in an aquarium for more than a few months unless significantly large changes of water are carried out. It is not possible to give an accurate guide as to how drastic this need be, as much depends on the overall efficiency and the stocking of the tank, but it is obviously sensible to err on the safe side. This means that it is going to cost you more to run your marine tanks, but you should lengthen the life span of your charges: whether you will prolong them noticeably is a matter for personal observation and recording, and I urge all marinists to watch and communicate on this, continuously and diligently.

In the crudest possible terms it seems likely that the only way in which we can cope with marines satisfactorily is by means of truly open systems, and that rules out most of us. If we choose closed systems, the only alternative, we must run our tanks as closely to the open principle as we can. As the turn-round of water (i.e. a complete change) could be every half hour or so in an open system, the once in 9 months change which is suggested can be seen, starkly, as the handicap with which most of our fish begin their short aquarium lives. Therefore, even though I advocate changing a third of the tank water each quarter, it is preferable to try to work out a more frequent routine. Certainly, the 3 months mark is that at which anxiety should be felt if nothing has been done meantime.

The fresh water enthusiast is free of this sort of worry, on the whole, but if he can collect clean rainwater there seems to be a tonic effect by replacing a quarter of the tank content with this rather precious commodity. In time, the fishkeeper develops an awareness of water quality, using eye and nose, and although old, matured water is very beneficial in some cases, it is generally better to keep it 'light' rather than too 'heavy'.

Air supply. After pump diaphragms, airstones are one of our biggest banes. After many years of fishkeeping I have never come to terms with them completely and I regard them with the utmost mistrust. This being so, I have a hard look at them at quarterly intervals and throw out any which do not perform uniformly. I have come to the conclusion that various methods of renewal and rejuvenation simply don't work, and even if you have had some success in this respect, the wretched junction pipe so often comes unshipped just as you are reconnecting it. It is wise, therefore, to keep on your reserve supply of airstones at this point in the year, and to make a purchasing visit to your retailer for this sole purpose.

Whiteworm cultures. One of the most valuable of all live foods, the whiteworm can prove distinctly unco-operative just at the time when you most need them unless you give them regular attention. The need to feed them every few days usually means that they are under the eye of their user, but the deterioration of cultures is something which creeps up on one, and it is sometimes too late to do much apart from avert complete disaster by tearing the things to bits and starting all over again. As it takes some weeks for cultures to begin yielding satisfactorily, it is really better to start new ones every so often,
using the old ones as starters, on some form of rota system. It is certainly a messy job, and one which most of us try to put off as long as possible, but if we aim to achieve something every 3 months, the worst unpleasantness will probably be avoided.

Users who are driven to distraction because their cultures are plagued by fruit flies may try covering the tops of the containers with discarded stocking tights, though it is, of course, important that they are not too holey. If you can persuade your female company to wear the more decorative makes, the somewhat odd aspect of tight-festooned earthenware bowls can be rendered passably bearable, but I wish there was a better answer.

Stocks. It is just possible that you may find that you have a little spare cash in your pockets once a quarter (though much depends on which quarter it is). This is the time to check to see whether you really have the spares back-up you should have. Spare heaters, thermostats, fluorescent light tubes and even pumps should be kept in reserve against the unforeseen emergency. I admit that shopping for spares is one of the dreariest things we have to do, so phase it in with the occasion when your wife treats you to lunch, as this is an activity for which one deserves compensation.

I am sorry that the quarterly inspection is a list of some of the less-inspiring running adjustments. Can any readers suggest a few points to add which will uplift our spirits as well as those of the fish?

Although the buyer of tropical fishes is usually mainly attracted by the colouring and patterning of the species commonly offered for sale, it should not be forgotten that shape will also play a prominent part in the making of the decision as to whether to buy or not to buy. This review will therefore consider some of the more distinctive types of body formation, without discussing colour compatibility: readers will recall that examination of some of the main colour groupings has already featured in earlier comments in this series.

The following list is quite arbitrary and rather rambling, mainly because there is no accepted classification of shapes, and thus we may as well create our own headings. First, we should state what sort of fish we might regard as the norm, and then describe others in relation to it. I suppose that the most normal-shaped fish with which we are all familiar is the ever-popular zebra (Brachydanio rerio), and this should certainly be included in every collection. It is lively, easy to keep and a most striking fish which will naturally shoal without any prompting on its owner’s part. It occupies mid and upper water.

If you would like a long thin fish, about as deep as the zebra, but more than twice as long, and one which will seldom stray from the upper 2 or 3 inches of the tank, then the family of halfbeaks (Dermogenys and Hemihampus species) are just what you are looking for. None is very striking, so far as colour is concerned — they are silvery in general, but some recently introduced species with red finnage are notable exceptions. Whilst still in the surface regions, the hatchet fish (Carnejiella and Gasteropelecus species) are very strong recommendations. Regard the shape of the zebra as forming the handle of the hatchet, and the blade as being the size of a penny piece. The silver hatchet grows bigger than the Carnejiella species, but is nothing like them by way of attractiveness. Hatchets are not especially long-lived, but a lot depends on whether you feed them properly (fruit flies etc.), as they do not really thrive on dried food even though they will accept it.

Imagine a zebra rather elongated and sharpened off at both ends, and you have a rough description of the pencilfish family (Poecilobrycon and Nannostomus species). There are numerous examples of these, and most of them are residents of the upper half of the tank. They are rather grand and precise and very streamlined and shining bright. You have to seek them out, but the effort pays off. Some are so thin as to look fragile, and great care must be taken in selecting only specimens which look robust. These are not difficult fish to keep, with the odd exception, but they will nearly all qualify under the heading of jewels, which is surely a passport to most collections.

A fish about ten times the size of a
A Mouthbreeder Spawning

Haplochromis burtoni

It was back in November, 1965, after I had been giving a slide lecture on spawning habits, that I was first asked if I had photographed Haplochromis burtoni. And it was not long after this that I came into possession of my first pair of this species, about which I then knew almost nothing. I put the fish in a 60 litre (14 gallon) tank with gravel and a piece of slate and stones. In one corner of the tank a few Aponogeton species were planted and some cryptocorynes. Next day the plants were all floating on the surface of the water. I turned to the literature, and found that these mouthbreeders came from the eastern and central parts of tropical Africa, in Bahr-el-Djebel, the Semliki river, the Albert Nile, Lake Albert, Lake George, Lake Edward in the Ruwenzori and from Lake Chad to the Nile. In DIE AQUARIEN-UND TERRARIEN ZEITSCHRIFT (DATZ) 1960, p.29, Mr A. van Niewenhuizen had described the fish as Haplochromis weingati, while in DATZ 1962, p.103, Dr. Wolfgang Wickler amended the name to Haplochromis burtoni. I thought that the difference lay largely in the number of flecks on the anal fins of these very closely related species.

The fish reach a size of about 10 cm. (4 in.), though the female remains somewhat smaller than this. They

By RUDOLPH ZUKAL

Photographs by the author

Translated by F. MARSH
As the male shifts gravel from around the slate chosen as a spawning site the large expansion of which the jaws are capable can be seen. Are very quarrelsome among themselves, and will attack small fish, and they must be kept in a largish tank. One can hardly describe the amazing colouring of the male and I confess that I had never seen such beautifully coloured freshwater fishes before (though I realise that 'beauty' is a subjective matter and a question of personal taste). But it is because of this wonderful coloration and the fish's spawning behaviour, that this species really deserves our attention. Both the writers in PATZ had described the spawning as taking place in a hole in

The male (left) displays his spread anal fin before the female. On the anal fin the 'egg' markings are clearly visible.
the bottom substrate, but my pair used a piece of slate. The male displayed with widespread anal fin in front of the female, with vibrating movements of its curved body. At this stage the female disappeared anxiously into a hiding place between the rocks— with good reason, for if the male had been able to follow her she would have finished up with torn and bitten fins. The water temperature was 80.6°F (27°C) and I had used water from the tap. The fish were being fed on tubifex worms, which were eaten greedily and so quickly crushed up in their jaws that bits and pieces of worms were falling to the tank bottom all the time. The female only had to be out of her hiding place for a second before the male was there, pushing her in the anal fin area. Again the female would hide, chased by the male, but he did not succeed in joining her in the hide-out since it was too small to contain them both.

Meanwhile the male was looking for a suitable spawning site, and when he'd found it, he started to clean up the slate. Each piece of gravel was picked up in his mouth and thrown to one side. This preparatory work excited the female's curiosity and carefully, if suspiciously, she peeped out of her hiding place. After a while, she swam right out; the male came up like lightning and remained a second with fins outstretched, displaying with his body curved. Only his anal fin was stretched towards the female. Then the displaying male approached the spawning site with a zig-zag movement and the female hesitantly followed him. All the while the male tried to get his anal fin into the female's field of vision. It is on this anal fin that the round flecks appear which intentionally resemble so amazingly these mouthbreeders' eggs. The female tried to take these 'eggs' from the male's anal fin into her mouth. The male, meanwhile, lay on the bottom, his entire body trembling and the sperm was ejected and spread into the female's mouth.

In his article Dr W. Wickler observed that the female lays the eggs without arousing the male's interest, immediately collects them and that then, for the first time, she 'picks up' the fleck on the male's anal fin while the male is ejecting the sperm. My own observations were somewhat different, and with this pair of fish a different sequence of events occurred. At the time when the sperm was actually in the female's mouth, she had not yet spawned. Her 'picking up' movements were only directed towards the male's anal fin. The actual spawning came much later. Possibly what I saw was part of the 'foreplay' and that by 'taking up' the flecks the females' instinct to spawn was
aroused. When the female started to lay the eggs, the male hesitated for a moment, then came like lightning to the female, touched her anal fin with his jaws (the female also has a fin fleck, though this is not so deeply coloured as the male's) and with a circling movement the female spawned, in the way with which we are so familiar with *Haplochromis multicolor*. The anal fin was then stretched out towards the female and the spawning process repeated. While the female collected the eggs the male waited fairly quietly beside her.

The spawning lasted about 30 minutes. When it was finished the female disappeared into the hiding place between the stones (I had already removed the male from the tank to give the female some peace). On this first occasion I spent 14 days trying to tempt the female to eat, to find out if the eggs were still in her mouth. However, when she did start to eat to my great regret there was no trace of the young or eggs.

Eggs are deposited by the female as she makes circling movements over the slate. The ovipositor can be seen in this picture.

---

**Personal Comment**

continued from page 379

zebra, but one which will not harm it, is the red-tailed black shark (*Labeo bicolor*). Any of the *Labeo* group will spell out 'shark' to the viewer, and although I have personal qualms about the attractiveness of sharks, there is no disputing the fact that many people are fascinated by this body shape. I have little doubt that they attribute to this rather bumbling species the downright nastiness of real sharks, and in many cases it is pointless to try to disillusion them.

If you affix a somewhat flattened triangle top and bottom on to your zebra shape you have something like the lozenge shape of the black widow (*Gymnocorymbus ternetzi*), which is a silver and black patterned species of considerable character. It is a dignified swimmer in mid-water and looks magnificent in a group of a dozen or so. This is a long-suffering fish and I have never had one which displayed any bad habits, so it is obligatory for a 'shapes' collection.

We will consider further mid-water species in a separate article, together with others which tend to inhabit the lower part of the tank.
What's New?

Marines by Rail

ONE of the difficulties facing the would-be marinist in this country is undoubtedly that of obtaining stock. Excellent as many of the marine suppliers' establishments are, there are just not enough of them to enable the majority of aquarists to purchase fish. Now the Matlock Waterlife Centre (Nottingham Road, Tansley, Matlock, Derbyshire; phone Matlock 4221 and 4699) are introducing 'Rail-a-Marine' — a nationwide express dispatch service of live-stock and dried goods for all marine aquarists. A clearly worded brochure states that all fishes are fully quarantined and tank acclimatised before being offered for sale and are healthy and feeding before despatch. Live arrival during transit is also guaranteed (though no responsibility is accepted for loss once the fish has been introduced into the aquarium). Hints on unpacking are given to the purchaser and special money-saving collections suggested of assorted fishes, assorted invertebrates or a mixed fish and invertebrate collection, with the guarantee that all collections will contain first-quality stock only and compatible species. Minimum order numbers are for £10.00, plus carriage and packing of £2.50. Brochures can be obtained from the Waterlife Centre (s.a.e. please).

Up the Amazon '76

THE success of the 'Amazon Adventure' tour last summer has encouraged the organisers and conductors, Mr Keith Barracough and Mr Gordon Holmes, to plan well ahead for 1976 and the itinerary for 1976 is now available. The tour leaves London on 29th June next for 17 days to Colombia and the Amazon. A longer stay in the Rosario Islands (a coral paradise set in the Caribbean) has been arranged and a longer period allotted to the stay in the Amazon for tropical fishing and visits to Indian villages, where the people still live in their traditional primitive state. Rare and valuable fish were caught and brought home by the 1975 group and the organisers hope that even more enthusiasts will join them next year. Details from Mr K. Barracough, Hayfield Mills, Haycliffe Lane, Bradford 5.

Sub-Gravel Filter

WITHOUT doubt stemming from the interest in marine fishkeeping, one aspect of the hobby engaging the close attention of manufacturers at present is that of undergravel or biological filtration. Interpet of Curtis Road, Dorking, Surrey, have recently released their CV Sub-Gravel filter, incorporating several ideas that should particularly interest the marinist. The design of the all-over filter plate, the manufacturers explain, is based on horizontal filter 'columns' that make a plate strong enough to support rocks, while allowing the water flow passages under the plate to act like miniature 'caves' sitting on the flat base of the tank, through which even quite fine sand will pass. The air release system, of a completely new design, has no airstone and can be removed by turning a simple bayonet fitting. The airlift tube, that can be sited in alternative positions on each plate, is of large diameter to give a big water flow and, of special interest to marine fishkeepers, will accommodate a Minimatic heater and thus prevent invertebrates suffering damage from heater burns. A splash deflector helps to reduce the build-up of deposits on the aquarium cover glass and is supplied as part of the standard unit. The filter plates are available in sizes 17in. by 11in. and 23in. by 11in.; it is possible to reduce their size to join on further plates, such as the 15in. extension with coupling that is also available.

Filter Capsule

A NEW addition to the Algarde filtration system (Hall Lane, Upminster, Essex) is their Water Treatment Capsule, for filling with the appropriate filter medium and 'plugging in' to the Algarde undergravel filter. Water from the filter passes through the capsule at the rate of some 80 litres (17 gallons)/hour. The capsule can also be used independently of the undergravel filter as an internal filter, fixed to the side of the tank with the suckers provided.

BEST in Show and Best Catfish at the BEDWORTH A & PS Open Show was won by Mr G. Bastin; other trophy winners being: Best livebearer, Mr M. Nightingale; Best barb, Mrs D. Cruickshank; Best characin, Mr & Mrs Sutton; Best cichlid, Mr C. Chamberlain; Best anabantid, Mr & Mrs Crew; Best killifish, GVSB; Best rasbora or danio, Mr T. Cruickshank; Best loach or aov tropical, Mr M. Nightingale; Best coldwater, Mr C. Pratt.

Remainder of results as follows:

Male guppy: 1 & 3, Mr K. Payne (N. Waraks); 2, Mr R. Marshall (Northampton). Female guppy: 1, Mr E. Sandersock (Goodyears End); 2, Mr J. Male (Chelmsley); 3, Mr A. Bailey (N. Waraks). Joy Molly: 1, Mr D. Wilson (MTA); 2, Mr & Mrs Crew.
At the second Open Show of SCUNTHORPE & DAS the Best Fish in Show award went to Mr. G. White of Scunthorpe for a knife fish which gained 81 points.

Results:
Guppy: 1, Mr. P. Smith (Scunthorpe); 2, Mr. Clayton (Immingham); 3, Mr. & Mrs. Bradshaw (Sheaf Valley); 4, Mr. & Mrs. Brett (Retford).

Goldfish: 1, Mr. & Mrs. Tyler (Sheaf Valley); 2, Mr. & Mrs. Tyson (Doncaster); 3, Mr. & Mrs. Chamberlain (Retford); 4, Mr. & Mrs. Cheetham (Doncaster).

Pond: 1, Mr. & Mrs. Smith (Scunthorpe); 2, Mr. & Mrs. Tyson (Retford); 3, Mr. & Mrs. Cheetham (Sheaf Valley); 4, Mr. & Mrs. Chamberlain (Immingham).

The following are the winners of the Best Fish in Show award, in alphabetical order:

1. Mr. P. Smith (Scunthorpe)
2. Mr. & Mrs. Chamberlain (Retford)
3. Mr. & Mrs. Cheetham (Doncaster)
4. Mr. & Mrs. Tyson (Sheaf Valley)

The judges were Mr. G. White (Retford), Mr. T. Sowle (Ipswich) and Mr. J. M. Smith (Grimsby).
In Brief…

AT THE BRACKNELL AS AGM, Mr. L. Jordan, a founder member who has been recovering from a severe illness, was made president and his wife Natalie was presented with a certificate of honorary life membership. The club reported a varied programme throughout the year with FBAS speakers and tape and slide shows. The joint show held with High Wycombe, Reading, Basingstoke and Didcot had been successful as had been the tea house and market stall fund-raising ventures.

NEW FOREST AS had a good attendance at their October meeting with five prospective new members. The main feature was an interesting colour slide lecture ‘Tail of a Fish’ — featured on a specimen from a foreign land to its arrival in the pet shop. Mr. R. Travers won the comet tailed goldfish class in the table show and Mr. B. Higginson the tropical breeders trophy.

CHANGE of venue for GLOUCESTER AS. For the January meeting the Society moved to the Chequers Bridge Leisure Centre, Painswick Road, Gloucester. Also meetings will be held on the first Tuesday of each month instead of first Wednesday as at present. Members have enjoyed an informative lecture by Mr. N. Binding on the difficulties in classifying and judging livebearers. At this table show, Mr. T. Jones entered no less than nine fish and took 2nd, 3rd and 4th places but was beaten into first place by Mr. G. Perkins.

THREE new members were welcomed to the October meeting of HORSBORTH & DAS and saw a slide show lent by Mr. R. Hampson, operated by Mr. M. Barker with notes read by Mr. P. Smith. The slides were on livebearers, specifically swordtails, and if the gold slide came through upside down, it only added to the enjoyment.

QUEEN’S HALL, Cuckfield, and members of the public are warmly invited to attend. Tickets at £1.75 are available from Mrs. S. Corbin (phone Burgess Hill 41632) or contact secretary Mr. B. Slade, Sandown, Buxted Road, Anstey, Haywards Heath, Sussex. At their October meeting Mr. J. Burtles gave a most interesting talk on loaches and botias. 160 fish were bunched for the table show judged by Mr. C. West, who commented on the high quality of the entries, especially the Novice classes. Winners were: Novices, Mr. R. Stanger, plants Mr. D. Soper: breeders livebearers, Mr. D. Soper, breeders eglayers, and Mr. D. Soper; Fish of the Year. Mr. & Mrs. Houghton.

SOUTH SELLYARDS AS held the second leg of their inter-club competition in October, the results of which are as follows:


Dates for Your Diary

8th December. FBAS Annual General Meeting, 2.30 p.m., Conway Hall, Red Lion Square, Holborn, London, W.C. 1.

1976


22nd May. MERTHYR AS Open Show, Details: Mr. G. Burgess, 4 Holly Way, Gurns Estate, Merthy Trefil.

18th August. STRoud AS Open Show, Subscription Rooms, Stroud, Schedules: Mr. J. Cole, 13 The Hill, Randwick, Stroud, Glos. Randwick, Stroud, Glos. (Street 4504).


12th September. HARLOW AS Open Show.
Armitages

Aquarium products now include the internationally known Singleton range of ES-ES products

Armitages

the firm that cares for your fish, supply a wide range of fish foods, aquarium accessories, ornaments, air pumps, etc.

ARMITAGE BROS LTD - ARMITAGE HOUSE - COLWICK - NOTTINGHAM NG4 2BA

Please mention PFM when writing to advertisers
NORWOOD AQUARIUM
London's Leading Wholesale Suppliers of Aquatic Equipment
Prompt and Reliable Service to Retailers
24 KNIGHTS HILL, LONDON S.E.27 Phone 01-670 6908
Members of the National Association of Pet Trade Wholesalers

Classified ADVERTISEMENTS

AQUATIC SUPPLIERS
M.S. TROPICAL FISH (Maurice Stray—Aquarist), 47 St Georges Street, Cheltenham. We have the finest selection of tropical marines in Gloucestershire; also a comprehensive selection of freshwater tropicaals, plants, and all other aquarists' requirements. Phone 388000. Open till 9 p.m.

AT LEAST 150 VARIETIES tropical, marine and pond fish—for personal shoppers only. Kingfisheries, 30/31 Croydon Road, Beckenham, Kent. Phone 01-650 3716. Closed Wednesdays.

EQUIPMENT
AQUARIUM FRAMES, STANDS AND HOODS plus ornamental stands. Frames from 1' x 1' x 1' angle steel. 48 x 15 x 15 £1.50; 48 x 15 x 30 £5.85. Plain stands, 2-tier: 48 x 12 x 30 in. high £7.60; 48 x 15 x 30 in. high £8.15. Aluminium hoods: 48 x 12 £4.40; 48 x 15 £4.85. VAT plus carriage paid. Money back undertaking. All sizes quoted. Send s.a.e. for full price list to Hockney Engineers Ltd., Derwent Place, Leeds, LS11 9TW. Tel.: 455081.

TROPHY SILICONE RUBBER AQUARIUM SEALANT. If you are unable to obtain locally, a "Postal Order for £1.25 will bring a tube by return (75cc tube). Trophy Products, 2 Huckford Lane, Kendleshire, Bristol BS17 1AP.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Rates: 5p per word (minimum charge 50p); Box no. 15p extra if required. Remittance with order to be sent to PetFish Monthly, 554 Garratt Lane, London, SW17 ONY.

KING BRITISH BRINE SHIMP EGGS, 25 grammes £1.50 per packet, from Keith Barracough, Aquarist Ltd., Hayfield Mills, Haycliffe Lane, Bradford 5. Or at your local aquarists' shop.

BOOKS


MISCELLANEOUS
BADGES. Every society needs bright enamal badges. For best service and quality contact R. E. V. Gomm (PF) Ltd., 14-15 Frederick Street, Birmingham B1 3HE.

WINGATE & GOLDING LTD. Tel. SUTTON SCOTNEY 792-3 BARTON STACEY, WINCHESTER, HANTS.


KING BRITISH FREEZE-DRIED RED TUBIFEX, big 1 oz can £3.30 post paid, C.W.O. From Keith Barracough, Aquarist Ltd., Hayfield Mills, Haycliffe Lane, Bradford 5. Or from your local aquarists' shop.

4 lb. BEST QUALITY FLAKE FISH FOOD for £1.66; 1 lb. £2.92; 2 lb. £5.99, all post paid. C.W.O. From King British Aquarium Accessories Co. Ltd., Hayfield Mills, Haycliffe Lane, Bradford 5. Also available from your local pet shop.

BROADTAIL MOORS, Calico Veiltails, Shubunks, Fantails, Orandas, Scaled Veiltails, for sale, breeding stock. Most fish show class. 2 Willaston Road, Marston Green, Birmingham 33.

DISCUS, PRICE BREAK-THROUGH. Most varieties available from Large Royal Blue £4.00 to Large Hecks £20.00 through to Large Brown's at £12.00 each. Free professional packaging. Write/phone G. J. Martin, 36 Rosebank, Epsom, Surrey. (Epsom 29288: 24 hour answering phone).

MAN OR WOMAN required to work in small tropical fish breeding enterprise (E. Sussex). Box no. 107.

FOR SALE: 8 tanks 18 x 12 x 12 each, in one stand, complete with aeration, heating, etc. Best offer accepted. Boker 01-965 5570.

100 BOOKS — FRESHWATER TROPICALS. Send s.a.e. for list. All books postage free. Carl's Aquarium, 338 Wotton Road, King's Lynn, Norfolk.
Check your fish for vitamin deficiency.

The latest scientific research into fish nutrition has shown that any of the following symptoms can result from vitamin deficiency.

- **Anaemia?** Can be caused by a deficiency of choline, Vitamin B₁₂, E or K. All of these important vitamins are present in PHILLIPS SUPERFOOD.
- **Dark or dull colouration?** To maintain good colour biotin is essential. And Biotin is an essential ingredient in PHILLIPS SUPERFOOD.
- **Loss of appetite?** If your fish won’t eat, it could be because you’re not feeding them foods that contain sufficient Vitamin B₁, C, riboflavin, pantothenic acid, nicotinic acid and pyridoxin. PHILLIPS SUPERFOOD is a rich source of all of them.
- **Sluggishness?** Lethargic fish are not much fun. So combat this symptom with a food containing folic acid and nicotinic acid. As present in PHILLIPS SUPERFOOD.
- **Skin disturbances?** Unsightly skin disturbances are often the result of diets that lack inositol, biotin and nicotinic acid. But give your fish PHILLIPS SUPERFOOD. It contains all three vitamins.
- **Poor growth?** Growth can be retarded in fishes lacking Vitamins B₁ and B₂ and Vitamins A and E. Ensure good growth with PHILLIPS SUPERFOOD. It contains all these vitamins.
- **Swollen gills?** Often an indication of a deficiency of nicotinic acid in the fishes diet. This deficiency can be made good by PHILLIPS SUPERFOOD.

These and many other deficiencies can result from a poor unbalanced diet. For full nutrition always feed PHILLIPS SUPERFOOD, the extra high vitamin flaked food for all freshwater tropicals and marines.

**PHILLIPS SUPERFOOD**

Phillips Yeast Products Ltd, Park Royal Road, London NW10 7JX.

"I saw your advertisement in PFM"
"Don’t be daft! Pieces of glass just stuck together? Wouldn’t trust it in my room." My mates fell about laughing at the thought. I’d just shown them this tube of TROPHIX silicone rubber aquarium sealant I’d bought.

Let’s see — it must be seven or eight years now . . . . that’s right, we’d been re-decorating. Alice played hell about my fish tank even after I’d spent hours trying to cover up the rust for her! She still said it would have to go. Didn’t fit in! But I wasn’t giving in without a fight, so I got this TROPHIX to have a go at making my own all-glass tank! When she saw that, she thought I was a candidate for the nut-house instead of the fish-house although she thought that was half-way there anyway!

Well, I followed the instructions and found it was easy! Bit of care and there it was.

Alice really flipped for that tank! Soon as it cured she wanted to get the fish in, but I took it into the garden to test it. Made sure it was level, of course. Well, you do with all tanks, don’t you? When I looked round I nearly had a fit! We’d got a perishing audience! Bill, Bert and half the fish club were watching. Alice had been opening her mouth again.

The rotten lot cheered when it didn’t look like falling apart when it was full. Bill just stood looking. "I give it a week," he said.

I left it a fortnight. Truth was, I daren’t move it! We’d all tried new tanks for leaks, found them all right and had trouble when we filled them again! Putty pushing in and not letting out again, but this TROPHIX tank was all right! We kept emptying and filling it to test. I suppose it’s because TROPHIX is rubbery and stretchy as the advert says.

Set up it looked a real picture. Light and airy . . . . "Go on, Clever-Dick, laugh, we know fish swim in water," Bert had had to put it in his two-pennorth of course . . . . but that was how it sort of looked.

Upshot was, we made stacks of all-glass tanks. Got rid of all the crumblly old fish house ones and all the fish club set to like a lot of eager beavers — we even made our Show tanks with the TROPHIX!

My brother-in-law — the snotty one — liked it so much he had to have one as well and sent Alice for the TROPHIX silicone rubber aquarium sealant. She came back in a real tizzy. They’d tried to fob her off with some other stuff but she’d stuck to her guns and found another shop! She knows, does our Alice, that TROPHIX is easy to squeeze from the tube without running all over. No dripping down corners either, it stays where it’s put! And another thing — it’s clear, not milky like some we’ve seen.

Still, we had to get rid of that first tank, you know — well, we’ve got two four-footers on a stand instead! Two beauts!

But it’s not gone to waste, our first all glass effort, oh no! My starchy, stuck-up, house-proud Aunt wanted a tank for Christmas. After Alice gave our number one a good clean, Aunty was overjoyed with it — gave us a smashing Christmas box — she thinks it’s brand new! We’ve not stopped laughing yet. We know it looks new, but that first all-glass tank of ours is at least 7 years old!

Footnote: If you want TROPHIX and can’t get it locally, a Postal Order for £1.25 will bring it by return. Send it to: TROPHIX PRODUCTS, 2 Huckford Lane, Kendleshire, BRISTOL BS17 1AP.

MURKY GARDEN POND?
CLOUDY AQUARIUM?
DIRTY GOLD FISH BOWL?
WHITE SPOT TROUBLE?

Bioquatic Laboratories produce a unique range of quality aquatic products which effectively deal with these problems. If unobtainable in your area write direct.

ACUREL®E will keep the water CLEAR in your garden pond. 2oz. to treat approx. 500 gals. 4oz. to treat approx. 1,000 gals.

ACUREL®F will keep your aquarium CRYSTAL CLEAR and improve filter efficiency by over 500%

ACUREL®GOLD will keep your goldfish bowl CLEAN for many weeks without having to repeatedly change the water.

ACUREL®Q is a well established, reliable cure for WHITE SPOT fungus and algae. Use it regularly as a disinfectant and preventative. In capsule form for accurate easy to administer dosages.

ACUREL products are chemically pure and if used as directed will not harm your fish, plants and live foods etc.

TRADE ENQUIRIES TO:
Bioquatic Laboratories
Victoria Mill
Bakewell DE4 1DA

Please mention PFM when writing to advertisers
Leading aquarists recommend Aquarian—because you can’t beat fresh food for healthy fish.

Only with fresh ingredients can you be sure that your fish get the utmost nutritional benefit from their feeding.

That’s why freshness is the vital advantage of Aquarian—the range of nine specialised foods for all fish feeding needs, each providing a complete, balanced, diet in convenient flake form.

Aquarian has been developed and tested for several years in both the United Kingdom and West Germany. Feeding trials have confirmed that many generations of fish have thrived on an exclusive diet of Aquarian.

New Aquarian—a range of unique fish foods. Scientifically balanced diet containing over 50 carefully selected natural ingredients and vitamin sources. * Fresher ingredients than those used in any other flaked food. * Hermetically sealed in aluminium cans to lock in the freshness. * Up to 9 different flakes, all with different ingredients. * Large sized flakes allow selective feeding. * Flakes soften instantly for easier digestion. * Aquarian—because you can’t beat fresh food for healthy fish.

“'I saw your advertisement in PFM'"
RENA

STILL LEADING THE FIELD WITH:—

R101 PUMP at £3.45 plus VAT
R301 PUMP at £4.90 plus VAT
R301R PUMP at £7.52 plus VAT
R505 PUMP at £18.00 plus VAT

(Water Circulating and Filtering)

‘F’ FILTER at £1.40 plus VAT
CARBON CASE at 84p plus VAT

RENAFLOT FILTER at £2.10 plus VAT

NOW JOINED BY

‘RENAMIC’

The New Design Small Filter at £1.50 plus VAT

ALL ARE AVAILABLE AT YOUR USUAL DEALER or IN CASE OF DIFFICULTY WRITE TO:—

IMPELEC LTD.

THE BURY FARM
PEDNOR ROAD, CHESHAM, BUCKS
Tel: CHESHAM 6759

Please mention PFM when writing to advertisers
WINDMILL DOES IT AGAIN!
WITH THE FABULOUS
NEWFLO— Nature’s Own Biological Filter

A BREAKTHROUGH IN
SALT WATER FILTRATION

A new creation of biological effect to keep your aquarium water crystal clear.

25 years experience of growing aquatic plants in our own 1600 sq. ft. of nursery forms the basis of our research and permits us to state positively that NEWFLO has no ill effects on aquatic plants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>£1.80 inc VAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>£2.05 inc VAT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NEWFLO NOW AVAILABLE FROM ALL HIGH-CLASS AQUATIC DEALERS

IT WILL FIT THE FOLLOWING AQUARIUM SIZES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tank length</th>
<th>Filter to fit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16in.</td>
<td>One size 'S'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18in.</td>
<td>One size 'S'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36in.</td>
<td>Two size 'S'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24in.</td>
<td>One size 'L'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30in.</td>
<td>One size 'L'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48in.</td>
<td>Two size 'L'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ASK YOUR LOCAL SHOP FOR A DEMONSTRATION

TAKE THE HEADACHES OUT OF DIRTY AQUARIUMS

A WINDMILL PRODUCT

WINDMILL PRODUCTS

Factory: 29-33 COLLEGE ROAD, WOOLSTON, SOUTHAMPTON
Enquiries—Head Office: 244 VAUXHALL BRIDGE ROAD, VICTORIA, LONDON, S.W.1
Telephone: 0703-47330
Telephone: 01-834 4242

"I saw your advertisement in PFM"
FIVE OF THE MOST KNOWLEDGE-PACKED FISH BOOKS EVER WRITTEN

* AT LEAST 240 FASCINATING PAGES
* OVER 65 COLOUR PLATES
* MORE THAN 80 OTHER ILLUSTRATIONS

It's all here – By the World's top Authorities
Advanced Aquarist – Feroze N Ghodiaully
Goldfish – Dr Yoshiichi Matsui
Aquarium – Jim Kelly
Marine Aquarium – Frank de Graaf
Aquarium Handbook – Dr Günter Sterba

Every page is crammed with information. The photographs are beautifully illustrated and detailed. You'll read about the latest methods in the care and breeding of the different species. Yes, these are books you'll treasure and use for years.

The plastic coated hard covers are moisture-proof and the type is large and clear on smooth, non-yellowing paper.

So go to your Pet or Book store and see how beautiful they are for yourself.

If your Pet store or Aquarium hasn't supplies, use the coupon and we'll send you the address of your nearest stockist.

And each guide book is yours for only £3.00

Günter Sterba Handbook £6.00

Please let me have the address of my nearest stockist.

Name
Address
Name of Pet or Book shop
Address

I am interested in the following Pet Library Guide Title

Please mention PFM when writing to advertisers
High quality, low price. And there's nothing fishy about that!

When it comes to tropical fish foods, Phillips make sure that what's good for your fish is also good for your pocket.

Through intensive research and controlled tests, their nutrition scientists have perfected a high-protein staple diet containing essential vitamins, minerals, amino acids and trace elements.

And they've done it so effectively that Phillips actually costs less than any other directly comparable product.

So now that you know the best doesn't cost the most, you can give your fish another important bonus—variety—with Phillips Flaked Fish Food, Phillips Maxiflakes and Phillips Multifreeze.

Phillips Fish Foods.
Phillips Yeast Products Ltd, Park Royal Road, London NW10 7JX.

"I saw your advertisement in PFM"
SERA

GVG – mix – Complete nutrition for FRESHWATER and MARINE FISH

The daily diet for your fish.....

SERA, one of the leading GVG (freeze-vacuum-dried) tropical fish food manufacturers, has produced with the GVG-mix-flakes a high class complete daily diet for fish.

We have blended the GVG-food with various animal and vegetable nutrients.

The basis was a long and intensive study of Freshwater and Marine fish colonies, which has given us information in regard to the type and quality of the food taken in as well as the digestibility.

GVG-mix protects aquarium fish from wrong metabolism and is specially suited as main food.

Hygienic and careful manufacture guarantees optimal nutritive value of the flakes.

Available in special cans of 100ccm, 250 ccm and 1000ccm.

TRADE & WHOLESALE ENQUIRIES INVITED
SOLE U.K. DISTRIBUTORS

NEWPET LTD.

1 BROUGH PARK WAY, BROUGH PARK, THE FOSSWAY,
NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE 6. 0632-657428.
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The Algarde Filtration System

Latest addition is the Water Treatment Capsule which plugs into the Under-Gravel Filter for conditioning of the water, using the medium of your choice, i.e. carbon, peat, etc. Water issuing from the Under-Gravel Filter passes through the Capsule at the rate of approximately 80 litres per hour.

Aquarists who don't use the Under-Gravel Filters can use the Capsule quite independently as a Corner Filter. Fill it with Filter Wool and/or Carbon and fix it to the side of the tank with the suckers provided.

The Complete Answer for Water Treatment

Made in England by ALGARDE
Hall Lane, Upminster, Essex. Patents Pending

"I saw your advertisement in PFM"
WHY ARE MORE AND MORE AQUARISTS
FEEDING PROMIN TO THEIR FISH?
BECAUSE THEY CARE FOR THEIR FISH. THEY KNOW
THAT PROMIN IS PRODUCED BY PEOPLE WHO CARE
FOR FISH. START FEEDING YOUR FISH ON PROMIN.
TOGETHER WE’LL HAVE A COLLECTION
OF FISH TO BE PROUD OF

Promin Granulated 58% Protein
Standard 39p 1½ oz. approx.
Economy 72p 4 oz. approx.
Breeders £3.14p 21 oz.

Freeze-Dried Natural Foods
Tubifex 39p 10 gm.
Daphnia 39p 14.5 gm.
Brine Shrimp 47p 14.5 gm.
Small Shrimp 47p 18 gm.
Fairy Shrimp 47p 18 gm.

PROMIN LIMITED, Manor Lane, Holmes Chapel, Cheshire CW4 8AB
Telephone: HOLMES CHAPEL 33832

AQUARISTS
WALTER R. SMITH LTD.
39 TIB STREET, MANCHESTER M4 1LX
Telephone: 061-832 2961

Stockists of:
Gem, Gem Heavy-duty, Juwel and Juwel Panavision Aquariums, etc.
Tropical, Coldwater and Tropical Marine Accessories

TROPICAL FISH HOBBYIST MAGAZINES
Many Back issues available
commencing late 1959.
Up to December 1971 — 31p
Jan. 72 - Feb. 74 — 33½p
Later Issues — 37½p
Prices EACH including postage.

Showroom:
16 Whittle Street,
off Tib Street

Trade enquiries welcomed
Suppliers to Educational and Municipal Authorities
CLOSED SUNDAY AND MONDAY THROUGHOUT THE YEAR

Please mention PFM when writing to advertisers
Under Gravel Filter

The design and function of the Under Gravel filter is rather unique, with its distinct advantages for sea water and fresh water aquaria, and over a period of time gives a biologically functioning aquarium, luxuriant plant growth, healthy fish etc., also dispenses with the problem of silting up of the bottom of the aquarium.

There are two types available, the first being the reverse flow principal and the second the normal down flow principal.

For further details contact your local aquatic shop or write direct to:
JOHN ALLAN AQUARIUMS LIMITED
EASTERN INDUSTRIAL ESTATE
EASTERN WAY
BURY ST EDMUNDS SUFFOLK
Make sure your fish get their vitamins—even when they won’t eat.

Scientific investigation into the nutritional requirements of fish has emphasized their need for vitamins. For example, weight for weight, they need 4 times as much Vitamin B₃, 5 times as much nicotinic acid and 16 times as much Vitamin B₁₂.

Yet fish may be fussy about their food and refuse even the most appetising diet. When this happens try Phillips AQUAVITE.

Phillips AQUAVITE was developed to provide the essential food vitamins—even when fish are not actively feeding. Simply drop an Aqvite tablet into the tank. It’s water soluble and as it dissolves the vitamins are released into the water and absorbed by the fish. By freshwater fish over the gills; by marines in the water they constantly swallow.

Phillips AQUAVITE promotes good health, fertility and colour brilliance. And it’s specially recommended when introducing new fish into marine aquaria. The vitamins in AQUAVITE not only help to keep the fish healthy, but also stimulate the appetite and so encourage the fish to take normal food.

Phillips AQUAVITE will not cloud the water.

From your local aquatic dealer.

PHILLIPS YEAST PRODUCTS LTD., PARK ROYAL, LONDON, NW10 7JX.

FEED KING BRITISH
FREEZE-DRIED
PURE SHRIMP TABLETS
TUBIFEX & SHRIMP TABLETS

* Avoids overfeeding
* Quantity of food given is easily controlled
* Encourages continued feeding to the last morsel
* Excellent for baby fish
* MARINE FISH . . . . even the most difficult feeders . . . . will thrive on King British Pure Shrimp tablets

Ask for these KING BRITISH Products at your local Aquarist or Pet Shop.

THE MARINES HAVE LANDED
at Catford Aquaria, the Specialists in Tropical and Coldwater Fish. We are pleased to announce the re-opening of our Marine Section while still maintaining a large stock of Tropical and Coldwater Fish, Plants and Equipment at

72 BRADGATE ROAD
RUSHEY GREEN
CATFORD, S.E.6

2 mins. from entrance to main car park along Brookdale Road. Phone 01-690 3838

If it’s too far to visit, send a s.a.e. for our Plants List or Equipment By Post Service.

HYNDBURN TROPICALS
FOR
TOP QUALITY FISH PLANTS and EQUIPMENT

ALL GLASS AQUARIUMS A SPECIALITY

Open Mon., Tue., Sat. 9.30 - 6 p.m.
Wed. 9.30 - 1 p.m.; Thur., Fri. 9.30 - 8 p.m.

428 BLACKBURN RD., ACCRINGSTON, LANCs. Tel: ACCRINGSTON 34956

Please mention PFM when writing to advertisers.
DAVE'S AQUARIUM
347 DERBY STREET, BOLTON

Worldwide Importers of
TROPICAL & MARINE FISH
WHOLESALE & RETAIL

NEW RETAIL PRICES
OF ALL GLASS AQUARIUMS

48in. x 15in. x 12in. all 1/4 plate 3/8 base £8.50
36in. x 15in. x 12in. all 1/4 ,, £5.95
36in. x 12in. x 12in. all 1/4 ,, £5.80
30in. x 15in. x 12in. all 1/4 ,, £5.48
24in. x 15in. x 12in. all 3/16 ,, 1/4 base £4.25
24in. x 12in. x 12in. all 3/16 ,, 1/4 base £3.75

ANY SIZE MADE TO ORDER

OPEN: Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Saturday 9.30-6 p.m.
Thursday 9.30 - 8 p.m., Friday 9.30 - 7.30, Sunday 10 - 4 p.m.

RING BOLTON 63561

WE WISH ALL OUR CUSTOMERS A VERY MERRY CHRISTMAS

"I saw your advertisement in PFM"
BE CERTAIN YOUR TANK IS

**EF(FISH)ENT**

USE

**DISEASOLVE**
(MUCH MORE THAN AN ANTI-SEPTIC)
EFFECTIVE AGAINST VELVET
FINROT, POPEYE AND
BACTERIAL INFECTIONS
OF THE GILLS

NOT FORGETTING

**SCANKURE** (for White Spot)
**FLOURISH** (for better plants)
AND
**SNAILSGON**

也很

**SURESYNTH**
**FILTER WOOL**
(COMES IN THREE SIZES)

In case of supply difficulty
write to:

**CAGEX** Accessories Ltd.
THE BURY FARM
PEDNOR ROAD
CHESHAM, BUCKS
Telephone: Chesham (024 05) 5298

---

**petfish 1976**
**aquarist's pocketbook and diary**

Pocket-size, with pencil,
and containing

- **PAGES OF**
**TECHNICAL DATA**
**AND GUIDANCE ON**
**AQUARIUM AND**
**POND-KEEPING**

- **GENERAL INFORMATION**

- **MAPS OF THE WORLD**
IN COLOUR

60p  (VAT included)
post free
$2.00 U.S.A. and Canada

To **PETFISH PUBLICATIONS**
554 Garratt Lane
London, SW17 0NY

Please send..............copies of the
1976 PetFish Aquarist's Pocketbook
and Diary for which I enclose...........

Name ........................................
Address ......................................
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ROSEWOOD

- First class range of aquarium pumps
- Backed by full maintenance facilities and guarantees
- Complete range of spare parts available

ERIC WOODS (ROSEWOOD) LTD.,
113 Watling Street, Wellington, Telford,
Shropshire TF1 2NJ
Tel: 0952 (Telford) 42261

The Aquarium-Keeper's Paradise...

WHERE IS IT?
Keith Barracough (Aquarist) Ltd.,
K.B. Tropical Fish, Haycliffe Lane (Off St. Enoch's Road),
Bradford 5,
Open 6 days 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Closed Sundays.
PLENTY OF PARKING

The Ark Aquatic Centre

Approved main agents for
Father Christmas
For all your Christmas aquatic requirements from air pumps to Zanclus save on the postage to Greenland and simply visit
The Ark
Helpful, expert service complements our fabulous selection

The Ark Aquatic Centre
24 High Street, Bramley
Guildford, Surrey
Tel. Bramley 2770 (STD Code 048-647)

"I saw your advertisement in PFM"
The BIG HIT at the Aquarium Show
Gamma-Ray Sterilized Sea Foods

For the feeding of Tropical Marine Aquarium animals
the following:—
Mysis Shrimp, Mixed Shell Fish, Bloodworm, Shrimps, Silverfish, Scallop, Crabmeat, Squid, Cockles, Daphnia, Musselmeat, Nephrops. All fresh-caught, immediately deep-frozen, and then

Gamma-Ray Sterilized for four (4) hours
This ensures that all the above "AA" brand foods are totally free of all live pathogenic organisms, spores, eggs, cysts, etc. Please Note: The duration and frequency of exposure guarantees that these foods are free of all live pathogens, including: — Copepods, Flukes, Bacteria, Viruses, Protozoans, Nematodes, Cestodes, Fungi, etc., and they are perfectly safe to keep in the household fridge or freezer.

AT LAST — SAFE SEA FOODS
AVAILABLE FROM ALL GOOD AQUATIC SHOPS
Or from: ALLANDALE AQUARIUM, 71 VICTORIA ROAD, ROMFORD, ESSEX
Telephone: Romford 44880
Trade enquiries invited/delivery service.

A NEW BOOK!
KOI KEEPING for BEGINNERS
by F.J. Ayres
The first English publication of its kind.
24 pages of facts, illustrations and data for those interested in Koi Keeping including:
History, Pool Care and construction, Filtration, Types of Koi, Buying Koi, Quarantine, Feeding, Illnesses and Treatment, Pool Calendar, Societies etc.
Price 5/- per copy
including postage.
(Society rates for quantities on application) Direct from the author:
F. J. Ayres Esq., 35 Manor Drive, Hilton, Yarm, Cleveland.
The Author has researched Koi Keeping in Japan, is a member of Airinki, The B.K.K.S., and founder Chairman of the Yorkshire Koi Society.

VISITORS To BRIGHTON
You are cordially invited to pop in and see our large stocks of FRESHWATER and MARINE FISHES

Should you want Foods, Filters, Tanks, Pumps, Spares, etc.
we have a large selection of these too.

ANIMAL MAGIC
174 Edward Street
Brighton
Tel.
Brighton 683920
9 a.m.-6 p.m.
Half-day
Wednesday
Late Night
Fridays till 9 p.m.
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THE GOLDFISH BOWL

The retail tropical fish showroom at 253 LONDON RD., HEADINGTON, OXFORD (tel.: Oxford 62904) just 3/4 mile from the A40 London to South Wales Road. Closed all day Thursday, late "fishing" Friday until 8.00 p.m. Retail shop also at 359 OXFORD RD., READING (tel.: Reading 582162). Closed all day Wed., late night Fri. until 8.00 p.m.

TRADERS REQUIRING A WHOLESALE PRICE LIST SHOULD WRITE ON LETTER-HEADING AND QUOTE PET SHOP LICENCE NUMBER. HEATED VAN DELIVERIES TO MANY PARTS OF THE COUNTRY.

The DATAM range of PRODUCTS –
LEADERS in the field of AQUATICS for 20 YEARS!
THE ESTABLISHED BRAND

For RELIABILITY — For QUALITY — For GOOD VALUE

DATAM FISH FOODS
Pond Food : Pool Diet Pellets : Goldfish Fish Food
Shredded Shrimp

DATAM FILTER MEDIA
Filter Fibre : Filter Carbon : Glass Wool
Finta Pads : Activated Carbon : Diatom Powder

DATAM AQUARIUM AIDS
Aquarium Salt : Aquarium Peat

DATAM REMEDIES
White Spot Cure : Velvecure : Oodinium Remedy
Aquarium Steriliser : Methylene Blue Solution
Stainless Steel Heater–Thermostat Clips :
Silicone Sealer : 3-D Aquarium Backgrounds :
Plant Weights : Aluminium All-over Aquarium Hoods
The new "Molly–Hoods" : Pool Netting
Aeration Tubing : Air Compressor : Dial Thermometers

ALL THE BEST DEALERS STOCK DATAM PRODUCTS

Wholesale and Trade Enquiries to:
PRINCESS WORKS, STATION RD.,
BEESTON, NOTTINGHAM NG9 2AL

“1 saw your advertisement in PFM”
Where to Buy
PFM RETAILERS' DIRECTORY

BEDFORDSHIRE
The Aquarium Centre
(78 Harpur Street, Bedford)
T M W F 12-7, Closed Th
S 10-6 Sun 10-2
Trop F Coldwater F Traps
Accessories Pond Equip
Polyfets (Dunstable 603733)
129 High Street, North
Dunstable
M T W 8.30-5.30 Th 8.30-1
F 8.30-6 S 8.30-5.30
Trop F Plants Equip

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
Bourne End Aquarium
(Bourne End 25100)
24 Furlongs Road, Bourne End
M T W Th F S 9-5.30
Th late 7-9 Sun 10-1 3-3
Trop F Coldwater F Plants
Equip Pets
Desborough Aquaria
(High Wycombe 35881)
32-33 Oxford Road, High
Wycombe, HP11 2PU
M T Th S 10-6 Fri 10-7.30
Early close W.
Desborough Road Pet Store
and Aquaria
(High Wycombe 20996)
124 Desborough Road, High
Wycombe HP11 2PU
M T Th F S 9-5.30 W 9-1
E.C.D.W
Trop Marins Coldwater F
Plants Books Equip
Maurice's Pet Shop
(Amersham 4806)
34 Hill Avenue, Amersham
M-W 8.30-1, 2-15-5 Th 8.30-1
F 8.30-1, 2-15-5 S 9-1 2-15-5
Trop Marine Coldwater F
Plants Accessories Books

DERBYSHIRE
Chester Green Tropicals
(364470)
166 Mansfield Road,
Chester Green, Derby
M-S 9-7.30 Sun 10-2
Closed all day Tuesday
Trop F Coldwater F Plants
Accessories Books
Matlock Waterlife Centre
(Matlock 4221, 4699)
(Adj. Matlock Garden Centre)
Nottingham Road, Tansley,
Matlock

M W Th F S 10-1 2-6 Closed T
Open Sun.
Marines (spec. invert.) Trop F
Coldwater F Equip Books
Terry J. Aquatics
(Derby 21335 & 23716)
129 St. Thomas Road, Derby
DE3 8RH
M T W 2-8 F 9.30-8 S 9.30-7.30
Sun by appt.
Trop F Plants Equip Marines

DURHAM
G. R. Metcalfe (65591)
187 Northgate, Darlington
M T Th F S 9-6 W 9-1
Trop F Coldwater Fish Plants
Access Pools, Lilies, Pumps etc

ESSEX
Harlow Aquarium Supplies
(20098)
Service Bay No. 6, Perry Road,
Staple Tye, Harlow
M T W Th F 4-10 S 10-1 2-10
Sun 10-1 2-6
Marines Fresh F Tank Equip
Plants Displays instil.

HAMPSHIRE
Atlantis Aquarium
(Bournemouth 53593)
466 Wimborne Road, Winton,
Bournemouth
M T W Th F S 9-6 W 9-1
Trop F Pond F Plants Equip
Liphook Tropicals
(Liphook 723713)
26 The Square, Liphook, Hants
M 10-Neon T-Th 10-5.30 F 10-8
S 10-5.30 Sun 10-1
Trop F Coldwater F Plants
Equip Tubifex

HERTFORDSHIRE
Happy Pets Centre
(Stevenage 4121)
10 The Hyde, Shephall Way,
Stevenage
M T Th F 9-4.5 Th F 9-6 S 9-5.30
Trop F Coldwater F Plants
Equip Books Live Food
Polyfets (Watford 25908)
51 Market Street, Watford
M T Th S 8.30-5.30 W 8.30-1
F 8.30-6
Trop F Plants Equip

KENT
Aquarium Supplies
(T. Wells 30791)
1 Castle Street, Tunbridge Wells
M T W Th F S 9-6
Trop F Pond F Marines Plants
Equip

LANCASTHIRE
Aquascope (Blackburn 55049)
76-80 Whalley Range,
Blackburn BB1 6EA
M T F S 9-6 Th 9-6.30
Trop F Marine F Coldwater F
Equip Plants Books Gdn Pools

Hyndburn Tropicals
(Altrincham 34956)
426 Blackburn Road, Accrington
MTS 9.30-6 W 9.30-1 Th F 9.30-8
Trop F Coldwater F Ponds
Equip Books
K. S. Price (061-432 5406)
265 Burnage Lane,
Manchester M19 1EW
M T W Th F 9-1 & 2-4 S 9-5.30
Closed Sun.
Aqua﹢ Trop F Coldwater F
Plants Live Foods Accessories
General Pets Books

LEICESTERSHIRE
The Boot Aquaria
(Leicester 668747)
336 Harrison Road, Leicester
M T W Th F 9.30-7 S 9-6
Early close Th
Trop F Pond F Plants Equip
Marines

LONDON
Benner Aquaria (01-980 1488)
205 Roman Road, E.2
M T W Th S 9-7 Th 9-1 F 9-8
Coldwater F Trop F Marines
Foods Accessories
Fish Tanks Ltd.
(01-935 9432/3719)
49 Bond Street, W.1
(off Baker Street)
M-W 9.30-5.30 Th 9.30-6.0
S 9.30-2.0
Fish Tanks Coldwater Trop
Plants Appliances Accessories
Books (Whole & Ret)

Mayfair Aquarium & Pet Store
(Mrs Dorothy Stone) 01-672 7977
122 Upper Tooting Road, SW17
M T Th F S 9-30-6 W 9-30-1
Trop F Pond F Plants Equip
Books Ponds

Norwood Aquarium
(01-670 6698)
24 Knights Hill, SE27
M T W Th F S 9.30-6 Closed W
Trop F Plants Equip Foods
Ponds Pond F (Whol & Ret)
Queensborough (01-743 2730)
111 Goldhawk Road, Shepherds Bush, W12
M T W S 9-5.30 F 9-7 Closed Th
Sun by appoint.
Trop F (freshwater & marine)
Plants Foods Ponds P Equip Books

South Western Aquarists
(01-672 7334)
2 Glenburnie Road, Tooting,
SW17 7PJ
M T Th F S 9-6 W closed
Trop F Coldwater F Plants
Equip Rep & Amphib F Tackle

St John’s Aquarium (01-874 5082)
St John’s Hill, Battersea, SW11
M T Th F 10-6.30 W 10-1
S 9-6 Sun 11-1
Trop F Pond F Plants Equip
Books Ponds Marinas

Tachbrook Tropicals
(01-834 5179)
244 Vauxhall Bridge Road, SW1
M T W Th F S 9-6
Trop F Plants Equip Foods
Books

NORTHUMBERLAND
City Pets (22252)
(World of Water)
Low Friar Street,
Newcastle upon Tyne
M T W S 9-30-3.30 Th F 9-30-7
Trop F Pond F Marinas Plants
Equip Books

STAFFORDSHIRE
Eve’s Pet Shop Ltd
Ringway, West Bromwich
M T Th F 9-2 3-5.30,
S 9-3.30 Closed Wed & Sun
Trop F Marine F Coldwater F
Plants Equip

Wolverhampton Aquatics
(Wolverhampton 33294)
147 Horsley Field,
Wolverhampton
M T W F S 9-30-6
Closed all day Th
Trop F Plants Equip

SURREY
Sutton Aquarium (01-643 1979)
120 Carshalton Road, Sutton
M T Th F S 10-7 Closed W
Sun 11-1
Trop F Coldwater F Plants Equip

YORKSHIRE
Aqua-Marine Tropicals
(Sheffield 77308)
61 Broad Street, Sheffield
M T W Th F S 9-6.30
Trop Marine Coldwater Fish
Plants Equip

Keith Barracough
(Bradford 76241)
Hayfield Mills, Haycliffe Lane,
Brad. S.
M T W Th F S 9-6
Closed all day Sun
Trop F Pond F Plants Equip
Books (Whol & Ret)

Joseph D. Fletcher
(Sheffield 872209)
40 High Street, Swallow Nest,
Sheffield, S31 9TU
Trop F Plants Equip Books

WALES
Aquarium (0792 55806)
9 Dillwyn Street, Swansea
M T W F S 9-6 Th 9-1
Trop F Pond F Rep & Amphib
Plants Equip

For details of advertising in Where to Buy write to
PETFISH MONTHLY, 554 Garratt Lane, London, SW17 0NY

H. TISBURY & SONS
SPICE PITT’S FARM, CHURCH ROAD, NOAK HILL,
ROMFORD, ESSEX, RM4 1LD
Phone Ingrebourne 41376
BREEDERS OF HIGH-CLASS FANCY GOLDFISH

FANCY GOLDFISH
CALICO VEILTAILS £3.50, £5.00, £6.00, £7.50, £8.25
SCALED VEILTAILS £3.00, £4.00, £6.00, £8.00, £10.00
VEILTAIL MOORS £3.50, £5.00, £6.00, £7.50, £10.00, £12.50
LIONHEAD £7.50, £10.00, £12.00
ORANDA £12.50
CALICO ORANDA £12.50
RED CAP ORANDA £10.00
PEARL SCALE £7.50
BUBBLE EYE £15.00
CELESTIAL £5.00
TELESCOPIC EYE FANTAIL 75p

Winter Hours: October 1st - March 31st 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. every day.
S.A.E. FOR ANY ENQUIRIES PLEASE, FISH SENT BY RAIL PLEASE ADD £1.50 CARRIAGE.
FIVE MINUTES BY CAR FROM GALLOWS CORNER ROUNDBOUT (A12)
By Public Transport from Romford Station No. 174 bus.
VISITORS WELCOME

“I saw your advertisement in PFM”
CRAWLEY AQUARIUM

RETAIL
22 LARGE MARINE TANKS
Hundreds of fish and inverts
175 TROPICAL TANKS
SPECIAL OFFERS
THROUGHOUT DECEMBER
ON TANK SET-UPS
and SELECTIONS OF PLANTS

WHOLESALE
SPECIALISTS IN ENGLISH AND
IMPORTED PLANTS
7 HIGH ST., CRAWLEY, SUSSEX
Tel. Crawley 31879 Mon/Sat. 9-6
STD 0293 Wed. Half day

METAFRAME
DYNAFLO
the finest power filter in the world
·Now in 3 sizes·Spares readily available
SEE IT AT YOUR LOCAL AQUARIST'S OR PET SHOP.
U.K. DISTRIBUTORS
Keith Harbridge Aquarist Ltd

Binders for your copies of PetFish Monthly

£1.50
(VAT included)
post free
($3.75 U.S.A.
and Canada)
As you receive each issue of PFM it can be inserted into the binder, which holds 12 copies (one volume). Stiff covers, leathercloth bound, and gold-blocked title.

SUBSCRIPTION ORDER
To
PetFish Monthly
554 Garratt Lane
London, SW17 0NY

Please send me PetFish Monthly
12 months (£4.00)
each month for
6 months (£2.00)

starting with the issue (subscriptions can run from any month's issue for six or for twelve issues). Cash/Cheque/P.O. enclosed:

Name
Address

To PETFISH PUBLICATIONS
554 Garratt Lane
London, SW17 0NY

Please send Binders for Petfish
Monthly, for which I enclose
P.O./Cheque value

Name
Address

Please mention PFM when writing to advertisers
Dogs we don’t sell — nor cats — nor birds . . .

But if FISHKEEPING is your thing —

Spoil yourself and visit

LONDON’S OLDEST ESTABLISHED AQUATIC STORE

Go on, bring the wife Christmas shopping — and the kids, but keep plenty of money back until you’ve seen our FANTASTIC RANGE of

- SEAWATER INVERTEBRATES & FISH
- TROPICAL FISH
- FRESHWATER FISH
- ACCESSORIES
- PLANTS
- DRY & DEEP FROZEN FOODS
- BOOKS for the beginner and the expert
- AQUARIUMS — over 200 to choose from
- REMEDIES
  All under one roof.

FRIENDLY and PROFESSIONAL ADVICE AVAILABLE AT ALL TIMES at TACHBROOKS

THE AQUATIC CENTRE OF LONDON
AT LONDON’S CENTRE

OPENING HOURS: 9 a.m. - 6 p.m. Monday - Saturday

INSTALLATION AND SERVICING OF ALL TYPES OF AQUARIUMS
SHIRLEY AQUATICS LTD
WATER PLANT NURSERIES AND FISH HATCHERIES—Phone: 021-744 1300
Stratford Road, Monkspath, Shirley, Solihull, West Midlands B90 4ER

SCHEGO M²K³ DOUBLE DIAPHRAGM AIR PUMP
Silent and Powerful
Price £20.00 inc. VAT
From most good dealers and leading wholesalers or direct from us.
POST FREE

Beautiful Show Quality YOUNG CALICO VEILTAILS
£5.00

Young Home-Bred 2-3" Fine Healthy KOI
Fishes to keep in cold Aquaria until Spring
Interesting variety of colours
£1.50 each. 4 for £5.00

The Authoritative Book on AQUARIUM PLANTS
A MANUAL OF AQUARIUM PLANTS
By Colin D. Roe
110 Pages packed with information and extravagantly illustrated.
Notes on Cultivation available in four languages.
Price: £2.50 Post paid

Bright Gold SAILFIN MOLLIES
£3.00 pair

SHIRLEY CORNFLOWER BLUE SIAMESE FIGHTERS
£1.50 PAIR

PLEASE NOTE—All enquiries requiring a reply MUST be accompanied by S.A.E. Our premises are situated on the main Stratford
Birmingham road, 8 miles from Birmingham, Midland "Red" Bus no. 150 from Bus Station, Birmingham, passes the door, slight at

CLOSED ALL DAY SUNDAY AND MONDAY
HOURS OF BUSINESS—NOVEMBER MARCH 10 a.m.-5 p.m., APRIL-OCTOBER 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
TERMS OF BUSINESS—Cash with order please. Fish sent by rail. Minimum order £20.00, insulated container and carriage £1 50.
(Scotland £2 50). Plants by post (minimum order £2 50) please add 25p post and packing on aquarium plants up to £3 00, and 50p on
orders over £3 00. Postage and packing on pond plants £1.

Printed by Ruislip Press Ltd., Ickenham, Uxbridge, Middx.